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Opening act

Men's and women's basketball
teams open season Tuesday.
Page 12A
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Second candidate
begins interviews
By M. K. GUETERSLOH
Staff writer

The second candidate for the
associate vice president of academic affairs arrived Monday at
Eastern and began two days of
interviews, including one with
students Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. in
the Paris Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Frank E. Fulkerson, the associate dean of the college of arts and
sciences at Western Illinois
University in Macomb, began his
two-day visit with an interview
with the search committee and
dinner with vice president
Barbara Hill Monday.
William Hine, search committee chair, said the committee is
looking for someone with a
strong record in higher education,
someone who would qualify as a
senior department member and

someone who has worked with
budgets, computers and faculty.
In addition to being associate
dean since 1989, Fulkerson has
been a professor of psychology at
Western since 1981 . Fulkerson
began teaching at Western in
1968, after he earned his doctorate in experimental psychology
from St. Louis University. Fulkerson also received his masters in
psychology from St. Louis
University in 1966 and his bachelors in psychology from St. Louis
University in 1964.
Recently, Fulkerson is a consulting editor for Teaching of
Psychology and in 1991 published
an annotated bibliography of the
teaching of psychology. In 1990,
Fulkerson presented a paper,
"What Have We Learned from
Undergraduate Alumni Surveys?"
at the 62nd meeting of the Mid• Continued on page 2

Proposed casino
epairs made to cooling system plan lacks support

Fiie photo
/oyees of the physical plant will be conducting several repair -projects this winter, which includes
eman Hall, Booth Library and Kiehm Hall.

astern will be hibernating
er a fine layer of dust and
ris this winter as repair
k all over the campus cones.
The repairs, which began
. 1, primarily involve the
ling towers of East and
t 'Coleman Hall, Booth
ary and Kiehm Hall. The
'ng towers· are 'part' of the
conditioning sy~teni ' in
se halls. They are being
ced because of age, said
l Strode, acting physical
t director.
he former cooling towers
replaced by the construccrews, and new towers will
installed. Strode added,
ever, the cooling towers
be repaired if possible.
trode estimated the cost of

the construction at roughly
$385,000.
The crews are taking the
cooling towers apart by hand in
hopes of telling whether the
towers will need to be replaced
or repaired. Afterwards, towers
needing replacement will be
fully disassembled and a new
tower put in its place.
Strode said the work on the
three buildings will be continued through winter and will not
be finished until the spring of
1993.
Other construction on
Eastern's campus continues on
the elevator being constructed
for the Fine Arts Center.
In addition to the elevator
construction at the Fine Arts
Center, Strode said repairs are
being made on seven mechanical equipment rooms in various
buildings across campus. Plans
have also been made to repair

the campus water tower and
construct an elevator at Blair
Tower. Eventually, the Physical
Plant wants to build an elevator
to the technical wing at Klehm
Hall some time late next year.
Although the construction
means improvement in the
Coleman, Klehm and Booth
Library's air conditioning systems, some faculty feel the
noise generated by the repairs,
is disruptive to their teaching
and office work.
"The noise from the Coleman Hall construction work is
bothersome up to a point for
me," said Grant Sterling, a philosophy instructor on the third
floor of Coleman Hall. "I do
not care about the noise that
much, but there are some faculty members on the Eastern
campus, particularly in this
hall, that do."
• Continued on page 2

SPRINGFIELD (AP) - A
state Senate committee hearing
testimony on Chicago's proposed $2 billion casino project
adjourned Monday after it
became clear the plan lacked
enough support for passage.
Sen. William Marovitz, chairman of the Senate Executive
Committee, said he expected a
vote Tuesday, when the Legislature reconvenes its fall session.
Sponsors of the legislation
pushed by Chicago Mayor Richard M. Daley hoped to work on
amendments that would address
critics' concerns.
Marovitz, a casino supporter,
said he did not have enough
commitments on the 20-member
committee to guarantee the measure would go to the Senate for a
vote this week.
"I know that I have 10 votes,"
said Marovitz, D-Chicago. "Ten
could be enough, depending on
how many are there." The bill
needs "yes" votes from a majority of those present for passage.
The only Democrat that

Marovitz is not counting on is
Sen. Earlean Collins, DChicago.
"They can't change my
mind," she said. "I will always
be a 'no' vote on it." No
Republican senator has surfaced
to endorse the project and none
appeared ready during the hearing.
"We have lots of questions
and lots of concerns about the
drafting of the legislation," Sen.
Laura Kent Donahue of Quincy
said. "There will be no
Republican votes for it tomorrow at all." Republican Gov. Jim
Edgar repeatedly has said he
would veto the legislation if it
passes the general Assembly.
Marovitz said it's only
because the project involves the
gaming industry that people are
asking so many questions.
"If another industry came to
Illinois and offered a $2 billion
project, 40,000 jobs and $600
million (a year) in (tax) revenue,
I think we'd be out salivating,"
he said.

ake Island leases resurface on council agenda
er promising to resolve the issue of
e Island tract leases in March, the
eston City Council will once again
discussion of a resolution involving
leases at the its regular meeting
y.
resolution would allow the city to
e rental leases up to Oct. 21, 2009.
resolution states the leases would be
at one-and-a-half times the appraised

value of the real estate per month. The
appraised value excludes buildings.
City Attorney Brian Bower mentioned
the leases at the last council meeting, saying that several of the more than 25 leases
have expired and the land owners are
unable to obtain loans.
Also involved in the discussion of the
Lake Island tract leases is the property
along the northern shore of the island that
borders the reservoir where the land is
unstable and slowly eroding beneath the

homes.
In other business, the council will discuss and vote on the following items:
• The annual tax levy resolution with a
total levy of $1,973,488.
• A resolution to set aside $468,025 from
revenue produced by the municipal water
and sewer utilities to apply to the general
obligation bonds issued in 1980 for the side
channel reservoir.
• An ordinance outlining refinancing of
municipal bonds that would eliminate five

years of payment. The bonds were originally to have been retired in 2007, but through
refinancing under this ordinance will retire
in 2002, saving the city approximately
$100,000.
• An ordinance to prohibit parking on
both sides of the street on Eleventh Street
from its intersection with Cleveland
Avenue from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m.
• A resolution authorizing the commencement of demolition proceedings at 700 4th
St.
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Task force feeling effects of budget
CHICAGO (AP) - A group
Phil Bradley, director of the
charged with recommending the state Department of Public Aid,
direction of health care reform said 1.3 million, or one in nine,
in Illinois was told at its first Illinoisans have their health care
meeting Monday that fiscal real- paid for by Medicaid, and one
ity will make its job difficult.
of every three births in the state
The first job before the is paid for by the program.
Illinois Task Force on Health Additionally, 60 percent of the
Care Reform, appointed by Gov. people in Illinois nursing homes
Jim Edgar on Nov. 5, is to are Medicaid patients.
decide what should be done
"The first and last years of
about the state's system of reim- life are the most expensive,"
bursing hospitals for Medicaid Bradley said, "and we are heavily into those years." Bradley
patients.
The panel - made up of busi- said Medicaid is "about people
ness and civic leaders, legisla- getting services, and they are
tors, professors and health-care entitled to those services." The
providers - is to make a Medi- current system taxes nursing
caid recommendation to .Edgar homes $6.30 a day per occupied
by February.
·. .-· .. · ' ·
, · bed, taxes hospitals 2.5 percent
It is a critical issu~ for hospi- of their adjusted gross revenues,
tals whose survival depends on and taxes homes for the develbeing reimbursed for Medicaid opmentally disabled 13 percent.
services, and for the state,
That system, enacted in July,
which has seen a growing por- was designed to secure about
tion of its budget eaten up by $735 million in matching funds
Medicaid spending.
from the federal government.
Under the old system, only
Medicaid is the government's
health insurance program for institutions serving Medicaid
low-income people. Its costs are clients were taxed. The federal
paid by the state and federal matching funds were used to
governments.
pay them back.

Congress outlawed that system, and decided that any state
using it had to charge all hospitals and homes the same assessment and redistribute the
money.
The current system is not
popular with hospitals that do
not treat many Medicaid
patients since they are not guaranteed to get back in matching
funds what they contribute in
taxes.
The law creating Illinois' system expires July 1.
Any new method of paying
for Medicaid services will have
to work without a tax increase,
Bradley said. There are few
alternatives to the current
assessment system, he said.
"It's a short list," agreed Joan
Walters, director of the state's
budget bureau.
The task force also will consider longer-term issues, including cost containment and access
to care, said its chairman, Ernie
Wish, a retired partner in the
accounting firm Coopers and
Lybrand.
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western Psychological Association in Chicago.
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Fulkerson's schedule of meetings in the Paris Room
a tour of the campus
of the union for Tuesday, Dec. 1 is as follows:
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• Continued from page I

Strode said anyone who felt they had a complaint
about how the construction was being handled
should contact her office.
"If anyone, whether they are a student or a faculty member, has a problem with the construction
taking place on the roof, they are encouraged to
immediately come to us. Otherwise, we can't help

•

,-

Present--.:•.,~ -"'~

·.,.

them out."
~"Any person who has a problem with our construction should direct their complaint at us,"
Strode said. "I don't see how a person can complain about the noise with such a large space
between the roof and the ceiling. Besides, almost
all of the replacement and repair work on the
cooling towers is done by hand."
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GBA
hold
ce again members of the
bian, Gay, Bisexual and
·es union will respond to
·ons from Eastern students
p.m. Wednesday in Taylor
nceHall.
e educational forum will
· ·1ar to the LGBA forum
led by Stevenson Hall in
ember, said executive memSeth Rodgers. Rodgers listme of the topics the union
address at its second open
e questions from the audi-

e that will probably be
ssed will concern LGBA
bers' dealing with their
ts and dealing with adoles," Rodgers said.
·
panel of LGBA members
begin the forum by dis. g their backgrounds. Later
bers plan to field questions
by the audience relating to
experiences dealing with
related to the gay union.
GBA member Louise
d said she wanted to see
level of audience particiat this forum.
t all depends on the audi,, England said. "This is a
chance for students to get
·ons they want to ask about
wered.
·s forum is to educate the
unity about homosexuals
our lifesty~ and to let ~
know they don't have to fear
Rodgers said.
1th a decent size crowd at
month's panel discussion
Flynn, Taylor Hall Council
ident, hoped the LGBA
would also attract lots of
ts to the event.
e hope to have an audiof at least 30 people for
orum," Flynn added.
ynn, who was instrumental
. g up the LGBA forum,
mentioned some of the reawh y he felt the union
d address Taylor Hall.

Chri~tmas

party
ends in bloody raid
KING WILLIAM'S TOWN, shooting. "There is a lot of interSouth Africa (AP) - A radical national hullabaloo around the
black group claimed responsibili- attack, purely because white peoty Monday for a hit-and-run raid ple have died,'' he said.
on .a country club Christmas
About 9,000 blacks have died
party, the worst attack on white in political violence since 1989,
civilians in South Africa since the and more than 20 blacks were
killed in weekend fighting across
1980s.
The attack Saturday night, the country.
which left four dead and some 20
But political violence has been
wounded, has shocked the coun- mainly confined to black towntry's 5 million whites, who have ships, and most attacks are
lived in fear of blacks for genera- blamed on rivalries between
tions.
black political groups.
Black and white politicians
The King William's Town
quickly reaffirmed their inten- attack was the worst politically
tions to press ahead with efforts motivated, organized assault on
to stop the violence.
white civilians since President
But the raid was a startling F. W. de Klerk came to power in
remainder that even tranquil 1989 and began dismantling
backwaters such as King apartheid.
William's Town, a tidy place of
The
African
National
wide, tree-lined avenues and Congress, the main black opposiColonial-style houses, are not tion group, waged a bombing
immune from the country'~ politi- campaign that killed dozens and
injured hundreds during the late
cal tumult.
Some survivors said the 1980s. Both whites and blacks
assailants smiled as they rolled were victims.
grenades into the dining hall and
The ANC stopped attacking
then mowed down middle-aged civilian targets in 1988 and forand elderly diners with automatic mally suspended its armed camgunfire. Blood, wine, and food paign in 1990 after de Klerk
covered the dining hall at the , legalized the group.
King William's Town Golf Club,
The shooting confirmed conwhich was being used for a servative whites' fears that the
Christmas dinner and wine-tast- lifting of restrictive laws against
blacks would bring a violent
ing party.
There were blacks and whites backlash.
A white woman speaking on a
in the dining hall, and some of
radio phone-in show Monday
the injured were black.
An unidentified caller claiming said the killings gave her new
to be from the Azanian People's respect for Barend Strydom, .a
Liberation Army telephoned right-wing white who gunned
police Monday and said the group
carried out the ambush.
, 1
"We 're going to hit harder did not ~ive. her nam~, said she
now,'"the caller"told poh"'ee.:
.. was begmmng to thmk South
Police said they could not con: Africa needs more people like
firm that APLA carried out the Strydom.
attack in the town, 625 miles
The PAC's army has previoussouth of Johannesburg, but were ly claimed responsibility for other
ambushes, mostly on police
treating the claim seriously.
APLA is the military wing of patrols. The PAC refuses to rec~
the Pan Africanist Congress, a ognize the white-led government
radical, relatively small, black and has boycotted negotiations on
political reform, calling them a
nationalist group.
Asked for official comment, government plot to cling to
PAC secretary general Benny power.
The group's youthful supportAlexander refused to either confirm or deny his group's involve- ers often shout "One settler, one
bullet" at rallies, a reference to
ment.
He accused authorities of whites.
racism in their response to the

meeting will be held at 7
esday in the Arcola-Tuscola
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
ity Union.
schedules will include the
e for additional allocation
which have not been estabyet.

Dave Parker, a sophmore business major, tries to release the chain
from being stuck between the crank shaft and the frame of his bike
between the Booth Library and the triad tennis courts Monday afternoon.

p hys1c
• series
• pro bes
~~;:~ ~e;;8n8,~~~~;o~~.~~~. :-,e~Y~f'.y
! day I 1-fe -at lecture

to address re·qu,ests, budget
Apportionment Board will
t spring schedules for allorequests at its meeting this

DAN KOONCE/Staff photographer

Broken spoke

The budget will als9 be discussed at the meeting. The budget
consists of all the university committees, some of which include
Student Government, the Sports
and Rec budget and fees for
Student Publications.
Additional allocations and the
budget will be handled separately
this year. Ron Carmona, AB chair,
said last year these projects were
integrated and they did not work
,
well that way.
Carmona also said an AB member suggested he provide a clear-cut

format for additional allocation
requests. He will offer his proposal
for an organized format to all university committees.
"It will provide a better understanding to members (as to) what
the money is being used for.
Everything will be divided up such
as ticket sales, money allotted for
catering and travel and other
incomes," Carmona said.
The AB will also report on any
developments involving their
Sports and Rec Advisery
Committee.

mer Rouge forms new party
OM PENH, Cambodia (AP) - The Khmer
said today it has formed a new political party
'ght participate in May elections, but gave no
of willingness to allow U.N.peacekeepers to
its territory.
guerrilla group, which had been calling itself
cratic Kampuchea, said it has formed the
al Unity Party of Cambodia.
official at the party's Phnom Penh office,
Chey, described the move as a simple name
· and gave nd- othet:explanafion.
Khmer Rauge statement siid The 06W '{>atty

would participate in the May elections only if it felt
an October peace agreement was being honored,
especially the withdrawal of Vietnamese troops.
While difficult to interpret, the Khmer Rouge
announcement could be a small gesture of compliance with a U.N.-backed peace plan.
The Khmer Rouge, which has blocked the peace
process by refusing to allow U.N. peacekeepers to
enter the 10 percent to 20 percent of Cambodia it
controls, claims that thousands of Vietnamese soldiers remained behind after Hanoi ended its 11-year
occupation in 1989.
·-

•

By ELIZABETH RAICHLE
Activities editor

University of Illinois graduate
student Matt Hauser will add his
presentation to the list of the
physics colloquium lecture
series Tuesday with his lecture
on crystals and the way
molecules and atoms interact.
Hauser's talk on "Flux
Focusing of Ultra-sound in
Ansiotropic Solids"- will begin
at 4 p.m. in Room 215 of the
Physical Science Building.
According to Steven Daniels,
chairman of the physics colloquium committee, Hauser will
basically speak about crystals
and the behavior of molecules
and atoms.
"The interesting thing is that
we (the committee) are trying to
develop a series which will
allow students and faculty to see
current developments in

-

physics," Daniels sf!icL , _ • .-- ..
He added that the..y like to ·
show physics as what occurs in
day-to-day life and work to
broaden students' 'horizons.
The committee also plans to
hold a boat race with introductory engineering course students
in the Buzzard Building pools
later in December.
"We're just trying to add
spice in the life of students to
show off their engineering creativity," Daniels said.
Following Hauser's presentation, visitors are invited to join
the speaker at Jerry's Pizza,
1508 Fourth St., for a more personal discussion on job opportunities in the physics field, past
experiences in engineering and
how to give presentations.
Hauser's presentation will be
the sixth of the series sponsored
by the department of physics.

BSU plans 8.d SaleS·'. .'.~:·;:
for Black EIU pageant
will be held Feb. 27. The BSU
executives have not counted how
many ads have been sold so far.
The Black Student Union will
Master and Mistress of
discuss the sale of ads for their Ceremonies have been picked for
17th Annual Miss Black EIU the pageant, but their names have
Pageant.
not yet been disclosed, Bell said.
The meeting will be held 7
Bell said members have voted
p.m. Tuesday in the Charles- to sponsor Exam Grams. The
ton/Mattoon Room of the Martin Exam Grams will include a pack
Luther King Jr. University Union. of hot cocoa, a pen or pencil and
Aaron Bell, BSU president, a taffy apple. The price of the
said the main focus of the meet- Exam Grams will not exceed $2.
ing is the Miss Black EIU
Exam Grams are scheduled for
Pageant.
the Dec. 7, 8 and 9 in Coleman
BSU members have been Hall, and the contents of the
. asked to sell at least $25 worth of Exam,,Gi:ams will be discussed at
ads for the pageant booklet and the meeting.
raise funds for tlie pageant; which __ _
By CHRISTINE STARR

Staff writer

-
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Schools should
retain the power
for program cuts

Even ·a turkey could get this jo
I discovered the perfect job over
turkey break.
I found it while browsing on the
busiest shopping day the year, the
day after Thanksgiving. I went in
this store called Media Play, and
just walked around fascinated with ,
the walls and walls that contained
shelves and shelves of books,
movies and audio tapes.
The place was mind boggling,
with all the people running around Cassie
looking at books, pulling movies Simpson
off the shelf and sitting in chairs
that were provided for those who were Interested in purchasing the movie that was currently playing on the big
screen television.
There was a kids section with children's books and
Disney movies to pop in the VCR. (My personal favorite is
the movie "One Hundred and One Dalmations"). There
were even stuffed animals from the movies available,
such as fishes from "The Little Mermaid" and spotted
puppies from the really cool dalmatian movie.
There was a section for animal lovers, with huge picture books of cats, dogs and horses. There were even
chairs available to sit in so you could thumb through a
few pages while deciding whether or not to part with the
fifteen bucks the book cost.
·
By the time I got done looking at the puppy book, I
decided I didn't need it 'cause I'd already looked all tl)e
way through it. Needless to say I got hung up in that section of the store for a little while.
One section of the store was devoted to merchandise
associated with recently released movies such as

The Illinois Board of Higher Education announced Tuesday that it would attempt to enhance its role in state universities' curriculum,
pushing for General Assembly approval that
would allow the board to eliminate programs at
state universities.
Currently, the IBHE can only recommend
cuts to the various schools. This ·power was
used in the board's controversial Priority,
Quality and Productivity initiative, in which
more than 190 program cuts were proposed.
If passed in the 1993 spring session, the
board would hold a loose cannon-like power
over state schools, control-·
ling an aspect of education
- - - - - - better left to individual uni.. .
versities or their governing
boards.
The Board of Governors is now in charge of
deciding which programs get cut from Eastern.
In the system now, individual schools are consulted in what programs are viable and which
are not.
Recommended class cuts made in the IBHE's
PQP initiative were often out of touch and out
of date with the schools the recommended
them to. The bachelors degree in AfroAmerican studies and the masters program in
business administration - both part_of IBHE's
plan to cut programs at Eastern - are both
viable parts of the school.
The University Professionals of Illinois stand
Kevin Heard, 23, became one of
opposed to the plan. Campus President Laurent
Gosselin said it is evidence that the IBHE wants the hundreds of Chicagoans who
to dictate their cuts rather than seek input from have fallen victim to the violence in
our ever-crazed society.
schools that would be affected by them.
Heard was your stereotypical
Gosselin also said the IBHE's newest propos- murder victim. He was black. He
al would detract from individual school input on was gunned down by other blacks.
And, he was the unfortunate recipthe courses recommended to be cut.
Recommended cuts included in the PQP pro- ient of a gang member's bullet.
- However, too many times, ignoposal will not be affected by the IBHE's latest rant people just bitch, moan and
.~tt~~PJ ~9. g~ ~9~e po~~r~ But ~he power to rationalize about gang-related vio- John
make an~.fu.f\j~ ,p,.Its coultj fall into their con- lence. "Oh, it's just another one of Ferak
tr9L /, ,....
those gang shootings," they say. - - - - - - •
Whether the cuts will be proposed ones or · "One deadbeat killed another. Probably In a squabble
come in the form of an order by the IBHE's over some drugs or something."
This time, they were wrong.
hierarchy will be decided in the spring.
Kevin Heard is one of the names behind the numbers
The more power Eastern has to decide its - one of the statistics. The event even happened months
own fate, the better off the school will be. ago, on July 5.
But he was a person who was somebody who did
Attempts by the IBHE to directly shape the university will only result in Eastern weakening as deserve a chance to receive life's offerings, whatever
they might have·been.
a school.
Heard was an honor student at Prairie View A&.M, a

"Dracula" and "Alladin." Customers could pick up
shirt with lots of blood on it or a cute little genie figu
Your choice.
My favorite part of the store was the audio book
tion. And this is where I stumbled onto the perfect
(I'll give you a hint, it's not as a salesperson. They
looked so befuddled).
I stood there for awhile and looked at all the di
books that were available on audio cassette. There
"Les Miserables," "A Tale of Two Cities," "The In
and a variety of all those books I've had to read d
high school and college.
I want to know ~hy these weren't available
Not that I don't absolutely love to read all those w
fully well-written books, I do. But I don't like to
them all in one night, like I usually did.
With this audio book I could have popped it into
walkman on those bus rides to and from away ~
games and listened to the story instead of straining
eyes trying to read them by flashlight.
Now we're to the part where I tell you my idea d
perfect job.
Reading those books as they are being recor
What could be more perfect? You'd have the time
aside to read, plus you'd get paid for it! If people
stand my voice on tape, I think it would be the best
in the world. I could sit in a big chair, be all nice
comfY and read aloud.
Plus it would be stress free!! What more could you
for?
Now, I wonder how you get one of those jobs?
- Cassie Simpson is the associate news editor
regular columnist for The Daily Eastern News.
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Gang victim_more than just a statis
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college near Houston. He studied architecture and had
visions of fulfilling his lifelong ambitions. In addition to his
honor roll status, Heard was president of the campus
chapter of American Institute of Architecture Students
and on the side, tutored his dassmates.
Last summer, Heard was· one of 20 students selected
for an Internship with the Chicago Housing Authority.
Then on July 5, Heard was set to take off and attend a
party - a night of fun. It would also be night that would
bring a dose a life of one young man whose words and
actions touched many lives.·
'
Heard was driving td a party on the south side of

Chicago following a car driven by a friend, Calvin S
24. As Stringer slowed his car down to find tqe
address of the party••~o, asSaJ}ants,.,¥ .YJt in' ~
and fired rounds of bullets afHeard s car.
Heard dlect as a result" of the shooting, a sh
-police say the attackers may have mistaken Heard
rival gang member.
Family members and friends have tried to bury
row and tears they experienced with Heard's un
death. Prairie View A&.M has established a K
Heard Scholarship Fund, a grant for minority s
Last week, a fashion show and dance were held to
money for the scholarship.
Tragedies, granted, always seem to happen.
people, like Kevin Heard - people trying to make
ter life for themselves and help out others often to be forgotten as a result of another, typical,
less shooting.
Gang violence is a problem getting out of
Until it affects us, we shrug it off. Kevin .Heard
idea when he was getting into his car on July 5
would be a night that would leave him dead.
All of us need to realize our time spent here
be as long as we'd like. Everybody dreams of
rich, having children and nice driving a nice car.
many think about being found face down in a
our own bloOd.
Reality is cruel at times. Kevin Heard's ex
helping others reiterates the point the time we
here really does make a difference.
Although he may have been homicide victim
461 as of July 5, Kevin Heard was able to make a
ence in his life. A difference we should all emulate.
' i
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linton gets lesson in 'usual' business
anyone been watching Bill
on lately?
fact that he played sand vol1 doesn't count. I mean, has
ne been watching what he has
doing?
I quit writing about him after the
"on, mainly because he hadn't
anything substantial yet. Be' if any commentary is made
the incoming administration,
called whining by Clinton's David M.
Putney
rte rs.
w it is the conservatives' job
d outside the circle and throw flowers when Clindoes something we like (highly unlikely) and throw
when he does something we don't like (highly
). You would think the Democrats who are now in
er would recognize that fact. After all, they have
doing it for the last 12 years.
inton is dialing down voter expectations raised to
lously high levels during the campaign. It is nice to
that Clinton is a politician too.
predicted, all the wonderful, heady expectations of
·on night speeches have given way to day-to-day
ty resulting in broken promises, angry voters and litange.
far, Clinton the politician has flip-Hopped on China,
·, the North American Free-Trade Agreement and
ed off on the issue of gays in the military. Intally, his switch on the free trade agreement came
three days after the election.
w he may have to abandon his middle-class tax cut
use of fiscal reality. Top senators and representatives
saying the economy simply can't support such a cut.
a cut would cost the government $60 billion over

four years, which would be too much to do without, considering the government ran $300 billion short last year.
However, analysts say if the economy could grow
suddenly, through a stimulation bill, then we could
afford such a tax cut. However, just such a bill would
probably attract "riders" - pork barrel spending projects
tacked onto bills that are expected to sail through
Congress - which will range from laughable to blatantly
wasteful.
This happened twice to George Bush's tax plans and
he vetoed them both. Even if riders come along on a
Clinton bill, more than likely he'll have to sign it because
if he didn't, the public would see his veto as gridlock as
usual.
If he backs off his middle class tax cut pledge, conservatives will get their chance to say I told you so to the
four out of ten people who voted for Clinton. Only
Congress gets what they want.
Put simply, Clinton can't win. He has to choose
between the people who elected him and the Congress
that he needs in his camp to get his agenda passed. He
went to Washington promising to put an end to business
as usual, but already that seems impossible.
Congress has been playing by its own rules for so long
that they aren't about to give any ground to any president - Republican or Democrat. The special interests are
dug in and lobbyists have practically built condominiums
in the Capitol lobby. The real problem with the government wasn't Bush, and it won't be Clinton.
The system is set up for business and usual and the
congressional leaders are intent on giving the new president a lesson on the subject.
After all, that is business as usual for them.
- David M. Putney is administration editor and guest
columnist rorlhe Daily Eastern News.
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editor:
e again the Textbook Rental
has become the focus of dison campus. As I see it, the
is not a conflict between stuand faculty, because the faculoppose the service have the
Interests of the students in
. The controversy actually
around two conflicting val-cost versus equality.
economic argument (presumsupported by most students) Is
tandable, but its limits need to
ined. The low cost offered
ting is certainly persuasive to
people, especially to prospecdents and their parents.
wever, a study conducted by
Faculty Senate in t 982 chales the notion that a purchase
would cost students signifimore. Thus, at least one as·on of the economic argument
be false.
rmore, this argument stresscost as a way to make higher
tlon more accessible to more
le. However, accessibility Is
ningful only if education at

Eastern is of a high quality. A
mediocre education, no matter how
accessible, isn't worth much. This is
espe.:.lally true In the competitive
world we live in today.
There are several reasons why the
quality argument (presumably supported by most faculty) must be
taken seriously. First, the restrictions
textbook rental places upon courses
with multiple sections Inhibits the
ability of professors to deliver high
quality teaching.
The majority of professors at
Eastern have earned a doctorate.
This degree signifies that we have
special areas of expertise, beyond
the store of general knowledge we
share with others in our fields. To
make the most of this expertise, we
need the freedom to choose texts
that reflect our individual training
and teaching styles.
Diversity, not standardization, is
the key to excellence in higher education. (That's why, for example, the
Japanese are still far behind us in this
area). This emphasis upon diversity is
for the benefit of the students; It is
not just for the sake of our professional pride.
By treating books as disposable
commodities, the Textbook Rental
Service discourages an appreciation
for such values and contributes to an
anti-intellectual view of education. In
this respect, ra university whose students own no books is hardly worth

its name. We can do better than this.
Finally, an improvement in the
real quality of education at Eastern
will eventually enhance the reputation of the university. This will make
an Eastern degree more valuable to
those competing with graduates
from other schools for jobs or admission Into post-graduate programs.
Even if purchasing texts would
mean a greater cost to students, a
degree from a school with a weak
academic reputation will carry a far
steeper price In the end. Students
should consider this, too, when calculating the final cost of the Textbook
Rental Service.
Gaiy L Aylesworth

Letter pollcy
The Daily Eastern News encourages letters to the editor concerning
any local, state, national or international issue.
Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed,
the name of the author, in addition to
the author's address and telephone
number, must be included. If necessary, letters will be edited for length
and space at the discretion of the
edit page editor or editor in chief.
Anonymous lett~rs will not be
printed.
If a letter has more than three
authors, only the names of the' first
three will be printed.

o!~; Eastern News

OPINION

page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns are
the opinion of the author. , ,
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For some, death
do us part could
come very soon
Have you ever had the feeling
you were being watched by someone ... maybe even your jealous
girlfriend or boyfriend? Relationships with too much jealousy can
be classified as quite dysfunctional.
A girl was telling her boyfriend
she watches him like a hawk when
he's in the presents of other girls.
Also, she always wants to know
what he "did" with all his ex-girlfriends. But then when she forces Jennifer
the answer out of him she gets Krogh
mad at him. She tells him she - - - - - - doesn't trust him, yet they've been going out for years.
Even better, since the boyfriend has decided to attend
an ex-girlfriend's wedding, the girl seriously thought he
was going_ to puJl the bride aside before the wedding
and re-kindle an old flame by having a "quickie.", ..1 '
If this girl's getting married, then she must be happy
now because that is such a big decision to make. If she's
going to have an affair, she's not going to do it on her
wedding day - she'll most likely wait until either the
marriage goes bad, the sex is bad, or use it as a type of
revenge after her husband cheats on her.
The conversation really got me fired-up, but since it
was really none of my business - I just stayed out of it.
In most cases, I would take the "guys are scum" attitude. I would most always side with the girl because
guys can provoke things like this. They know how to get
the fights going.
Unfortunately, for the first time in my life, I am taking
the guy's side. I take pity on him because he is trapped
in such a dysfunctional, possessive relationship. He gets
my sincere condolences.
If she can't trust her man worth anything, how could
they have possibly been going out for such a long time.
Trust is the key to all good relationships.
Secondly, why is this girl so threatened by ex-girlfriends? The past is the past and the present is now. Her
boyfriend may have memories, but they've been dating
exclusively for such a long time that any past relationships should be irrelevant.
Obviously, this girl must have a low self esteem. If
she's so worried about being compared to other females,
I've got news for her: Your boyfriend Is always checking
out other females. It's just natural for a male to do so.
One of my male friends who has a g1rlfri~'1~
~
just look to look, not look to look for anything. ·
' '
If I've seen it happen once, I've seen it happen a hUndred times - she will drive him away. Either that or he'll
figure, "Well, she doesn't trust me anyway, so I guess I
can go cheat on her because I've got nothing to I~."
I'm sorry, but you can own a car, you can own a
house, you can even own an old pair of socks - but you
cannot own another human being.
When one buys a car they are given ownership papers
and when someone purchases socks they are given a
receipt. But when someone starts dating someone, they
are not owned by the other person.
See, the difference between a car, house, socks and a
human being is that cars, houses and socks are inanimate
objects. Humans are not. They have feelings and rights to
do what they please. In a relationship, people can choose
to "stay in" or to "get out" of the relationship.
If you're in a possessive relationship and are ready to
take a walk down the aisle, you may want to stop and
really think it out first.
"Tiii death do us part" may come a hell of a lot sooner
than expected.

,saiq

- Jennifer Krogh is a staff writer and guest columnist
rorThe DaitY Eastern News.
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Banned
Religious paintings
return to Ottawa park
OTTAWA (AP) - Sixteen religious paintings were returned to a
city park in the renewal of a fourdecade Christmas tradition, but
legal wrangling over them continues in a case testing the separation of church and state.
The paintings, depicting the
life of Jesus Christ, came down in
December 1989 under orders of a
federal judge, in response to a
lawsuit contending the city was
endorsing a religion by permitting the display.
The 7th Circuit U.S. Court of
Appeals in Chicago overturned
the ban in May. In its 11-0 decision, the court said that public
forums must be open to religious
speech.
Workers put the paintings up
on Sunday, and the Ottawa
Freedom Association planned a
ceremony Tuesday to unveil the
8-foot-tall paintings and celebrate
its legal victory in the case.
"This fight is over," said James
Leo Keely, president of the
group, which pursued the case
through lengthy, expensive
appeals.
"There may be future legal
action, but we won the battle."
But an American Civil Liberties
Union attorney representing the
anonymous opponent of the display said Monday the legal proceedings are not finished.
"This case isn't dead at all,"

said Jane Whicher, an ACLU
attorney in Chicago. She said her
client still wants strict limits set
by the city regulating all religious
displays on city property.
"We never suggested that the
display was inappropriate," she
said. "We asked for frequency
and duration limits on religious
displays.
"We suggested the city, at a
minimum, ought to... disclaim any
intent to endorse the (display)
and disclaim any interest in it."
She will seek a hearing before a
federal judge to mandate the
rules.
The Ottawa City Council
already is at work on an ordinance limiting the display to the
Christmas season, said George
Hupp Jr., an attorney who fought
the ACLU on behalf of the
Ottawa Jaycees, which sponsored
the paintings.
Keely said a si.gn will accompany the paintings, noting they
are now sponsored by the freedom association and that they
were erected and maintained with
private funds.
The paintings were commissioned for $500 in the early
1950s, when civic leaders felt the
meaning of Christmas was being
lost to commercialization. They
have been displayed regularly
around the holiday season since
1956.

Area poets
to share
winter joy
In the spirit of the holiday
season, students and area
Charleston residents are
invited to attend the Charleston Area Arts Council last
poetry reading of the year.
The Dudley House at 895
Seventh St. will sponsor its
monthly poetry reading at
7:30 p.m. Tuesday for local
lovers of poetry and verse.
This month's presentation
reflects upon winter: the holidays, snow, family, and anything that has to do with the
cold months ahead, said
CAAC director of literature
Nan Hennings.
Listeners are also encouraged to present their own
works of poetry for the open
reading following the introductory selections.
The Dudley House has presented many poetry theme
sessions, such as the special
Election Day gathering where
students and residents were
able to present their political
views with verse and rhyme.
The Charleston Area Arts
Council welcomes all original
poetry from their own selections either past or present to
the free session.

Tuesday at

c./'\iarty's
Bacon cheeseburger w/fries $1 99
$1 bottles (MGD & MGD Light)
others $1 25
Tonite: free hot spicy BBQ's

Idea For That
Hard-To-Buy For
Person

IM·'~

DOUBLE DRIVE-THAU

GIFT CERTIFICATE
Get Your Shopping Done Early
STOP IN TODAY!

-Staff report
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present a new way to conquer a win or lose situation
without getting into misunderstandings with its Life
Skill Seminar, "Fair Fighting."
Melanie McKee of the speech department will
present the seminar at noon Tuesday in the Arcola
Room in the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. She plans to touch upon different methods of
avoiding conflicts in relationships.
Fair Fighting does not apply to would-be violent

at times fall into the dilemnia of miscommunication.
McKee plans to give tips on how to tum an argument into a discussion with a solution, how to manage a conflict without becoming aggressive or withdrawing and make your position more clear to the
other individual.
The Life Skill Seminar will also include some
interactive role-playing for participants.
-Staff report

Michelob and
Michelob Light

Pepsi, Mountain Dew,
Diet Pepsi, or Slice

12-ounce cans

Trade deficit highest in two years
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
U.S. trade deficit surged to
$26.54 billion from July through
September, the worst performance in nearly two years, as
record exports of American products were swamped by imports
rising even faster, the government
said Monday.
The Commerce Department
said that the 8.1 percent widening
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in the trade gap in the third quarter followed a 42.6 percent deterioration in America's trade performance in the April-June quarter,
when the deficit had zoomed to
$24.56 billion.
From 1989 to 1991, an improving trade deficit was about the
only bright spot in an otherwise
bleak domestic economy, supplying more than half of what little
I:
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).6 Jackson
Gallery
710 Jackson 345-6855

FAJYTASY
PllOTOS
Includes hair,
$45.oo makeover
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sitting fee

growth there was. This year, however, the trade performance has
turned negative again and is subtracting from overall growth.
Private economists said that,
with America's biggest overseas
markets in Europe and Japan
struggling with recessions of their
own, it was unlikely the U.S.
trade deficit would improve anytime soon.

Your $349
Choice

Assorted Formulas.

TUESDAY

Flashing or steady burning with
add-on and safety-fuse plug. UL
listed .
Muti-color or clear.

plus tax

Children 1O & under eat for $2

JERRV 1S PIZZA
5-9 pm

4th & Lincoln

345.-2844
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·Critics review .Clinton
politics in Arkansas

But the June decision also said
states may raise new hurdles for
women seeking to end their pregnancies. The ruling upheld most
provisions of a Pennsylvania
abortion law.
The invalidated Guam law
would have allowed abortions
only when an embryo formed
outside the woman's womb, or
when two doctors determined
that continuing a pregnancy
would kill a woman or "gravely
impair" her health.
Monday's action was viewed
as likely to persuade Louisiana
offi,ci)Is- not to seek to rey.e~~
federal appeals court ruling that
struck down their state law ban~
ning most abortions. Louisiana
Attorney General Richard Ieyoub
said he would announce the
state's plans Tuesday.
court also is wrestling
The court's brief order in the
nother abortion-related Guam case drew dissenting votes
whether federal judges from Chief Justice William H.
e authority to deal with Rehnquist and Justices Antonin
n clinic blockades.
Scalia and Byron R. White.
day's action was hardly .
Writing for the three, Scalia
cted," said Burke Balch said a federal appeals court
National Right to Life wrongly struck down the Guam
'ttee, which opposes abor- law "on its face." "There are
t underlines the reaffirma- apparently some applications of
Roe vs. Wade." David the statute that are perfectly conqf P,laru;led ,Parenthood stitutional," Scalia said.
• Rehnquist, White and Scalia IO~as ...relieyed bx
aifron 1>'ttt ed, •1h ,tOtned by Justice Clarence
ot address the underlying Thomas - dissented from the
m of severe restrictions" June ruling. They said then that
has let states impose on there is no constitutional right to
seeking abortions.
abortion.
court last June reaffirmed
Thomas did not join in
e holding of its landmark Monday's dissent and offered no
Roe vs. Wade decision - comment beyond the majority's
men have a constitutional one-sentence statement denying
abortion.
the appeal.

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) Bill Clinton had just vetoed a
school bill and dispatched it to
the Capitol marked "disapproved"
when state legislators persuaded
him to reverse course.
That evening, a state police
officer used a coat hanger to fish
the bill out of a locked Capitol
office. The Arkansas governor
scratched out the first three letters
of "disapproved," and the measure became law.
Critics say the 1985 incident
shows that Clinton cannot make
up his mind, that he is so eager to
please everyone that no one is
served in the end. Supporters say
he's just open to reason, a consensus builder who pushed his state
-toward the 21st century, one compromise at a time.
People who watched Clinton
govern Arkansas for 12 years

give him high marks for preparation and vision but mixed reviews
for administrative skills and decision-making ability.
Clinton ran an informal but
intense office, showing a sense of
humor and an occasional flash of
temper.
Former chief of staff Betsey
Wright says Clinton occasionally
lost his cool, usually when he was
tired, suffered from painful allergy flare-ups or had been away
from his daughter, Chelsea, too
long.
"I called it Chelsea withdrawal," said Ms. Wright, now part of
Clinton's transition team.
In one instance, Clinton angrily
cussed at a state employee over
the phone in a disagreement over
the 1990 redistricting of the state
Legislature.

ti on.
They said Pennsylvania regulations requiring women to
receive counseling and wait 24
hours before having an abortion
are not undue burdens.
Pending before the high court
is a challenge to similar regulations imposed by a Mississippi
law.
The court is being told such
regulations create undue burdens
in Mississippi even if they might
not in Pennsylvania because
Mississippi has only three abortion clinics and most residents many of them poor - must travel
far to get to one.
The justices could act in the
Mississippi case as soon as next
week.
"It would be very harmful in
other states as well if review is
denied," said Dawn Johnsen of

the National Abortion Rights
Action League.
The court already has heard
two rounds of arguments in a
Virginia case over access to
abortion clinics.
As for demonstrations, if the
court rules that federal judges
lack the authority to enjoin clinic
blockades by anti-abortion
protesters, clinic operators would
have to turn to state judges for
help. Many local police departments, called on to enforce state
court injunctions, say they lack
the resources to deal with massive demonstrations.
In ruling last April that the
Guam law was flawed, the 9th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
said, "Surely an outright criminalization of abortion ~places an
'undue burden' on the exercise
of the woman's right."

eme Court sustained
n's basic right to abortion
ay, voting 6-3 against
· g a 1990 Guam law that
have prohibited nearly all
perations.
justices refused to review
court rulings that had
red the U.S. territory's
· g law unconstitutional.
nday's action, which
sts on both sides of the
al debate had expected,
the first time in 20 years
court declined to review
-abortion-dis!;fule.
• .:
a new Case, testing how
ates may go in making
ons more difficult to
already is before the jusnd could be acted on as

Noting that only four votes are
needed to grant Supreme Court
review, Leanne · McCoy of
Americans United for Life
guessed that Thomas thought it
would be fruitless to provide that
fourth vote.
A five-member majority Justices Sandra Day O'Connor,
Anthony M. Kennedy, David H.
Souter, Harry A. Blackmun and
John Paul Stevens - controlled
the court's decision last June.
"There probably was a decision not to force the hands of the
five-member majority," McCoy
said. "I don't think his vote
(Monday) is reflective of Justice
Thomas' views on abortion." In
the court's main opinion last
June, co-authors O'Connor,
Kennedy and Souter said states
may not impose an "undue burden" on women's right to abor-

AXA Informal Rush
Dec.1
Join us for a 9 - ball
Pool Tourney while enjoying
he endless laughter of
the Simpsons!
6:30 at Greek court
For info call Brian at
581- 6848
on't Pledge us! Join us!

Longneck Bottles J.ITTJ.I
Come In and try IKE's
Tasty, Grilled Chicken sandwich ClllPUS
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PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
PACKAGES. YOU CHOOSE
DESIGN , TYPESTYLE AND
PAPER. PATTON PRINTING ,
418
W.
LINCOLN ,
CHARLESTON. 345-6331.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 12111
CASH FOR GOLD-DIAMONDSGU N S-TV-VC RS- MOST ANYTHING OF VALUE. ALSO GLEASON ' S COMPUTER SHOP ,
NEW AND USED COMPUTER
SYSTEMS, ACCESSORIES AND
SOFTWARE. BUY, SELL AND
TRADE. UPTOWN ON SQUARE,
WEST SIDE. 348-1011. PAWN
SHOP
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
STUDENTS . GET THE BEST!
RESUMES, TYPING, COPIES.
CHARLESTON , COPY X. 219
LINCOLN AVE. (Across from
CREDIT UNION ONE) 345-6313.
_ _ _ __ __ _ _12111
FOR STEREO REPAIRS (Receivers, Tape Decks, Speakers,
Etc.) Cali 345-5698 (Evenings).
Ask for Jon.

The Dally Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-281 Z.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All dassified advertising
MUST meet the l p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER l
p.m. will be published in
the following days newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled AFTER the Z p.m.
deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
Ali Advertising submitted to The Dally Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRINGEarn $2,000+/month + world travel
(Hawaii ,
Mexico , the
Caribbean, etc.) Holiday, Summer and Career employment
available. No experience necessary. For employment program
call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C5738
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 1212
SPRINGBREAKERS . Promote
our Florida Spring Break packages. Earn MONEY and FREE
Trips. Campus Marketing. 800423-5264

DIRECTORY
SER\1CES OmRED
TRAVEL

HELP WANTED
WANTED
ADOPTION

RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMATES
SUBLEASERS
FOR RENT
FOR S ALE
LOST

Male to share house with 3 students next semester. 1/4 block
from Old Main. 348-8406.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111

&.. FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The

Male subleaser needed for
SP93 . Lincolnwood Apts. Ph .
348-0834.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
Female subleaser needed for
Spring. $165/mo . Own Bedroom. Park Place . Call 3454680.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1211
Female subleaser needed ASAP!
First month FREE rent! Own
room , washer/dryer, close to
campus! 345-5869.
_ _ _ca11/20, 1211,2,3,7,9,11
2 subleasers for spring
semester needed. Own room,
$150/month rent. Located 416
Polk. 345-3089
_ _ _.ca11/20-23, 11/30-1214
Female subleaser needed for
Spring semester. $138 a month
plus utilities. Apt near campus.
Call 348-1675
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ 1214
WANTED: 1 bedroom or studio
apartment SP93. Would consider sharing 2 bedroom apartment. Grad. student, non-smoker. CALL KRISTIN (815) 4692578
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1211
Female roommate(s) needed for
Spring and/or summer. 3481871
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ 1214
Apt. for one person . 4 rooms .
$160/mo. 345-3110.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1214
ONE FEMALE SUBLEASER
NEEDED
FOR
SPRING
SEMESTER '93. OWN ROOM.
$150/MONTH . FOR MORE
INFO . CALL KELLY AT 3459605

CLASSIFIED

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR SPRING-OWN ROOMCLOSE TO CAMPUS. $150.00
+ 1/2 UTILITIES. JULIE 3459701
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217

MALE SUBLEASER NEEDED,
OWN ROOM, HEAT PD, POOL,
CLOSE TO CAMPUS, CHEAP
UTILITIES. CALL 348-1461 .
ASK FOR TODD.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12110
Female roommate for Spring '93.
Own room . Washe r and dryer.
One block from campus. Call Arm
Himmel 234-4460.
_ _ __ __ __ _ _ 1214

PRICES FOR STAY- NOT PER NIGHT!

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND

'f09

DAYTONA BEACH

$

5 .ind l N IGHTS

S A.VD 7 NIGHTS

PANAMA CITY BEACH
5 AND 7 NIGHTS

STEAMBOAT

2 5 AND 7 NIGHTS

Ao FORM

Name: _ ______________~
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _StudentsD Yes D No
Dates to run _____ __________
Ad to read:

5 MVO 7 NIGHTS

FORT LAUDERDALE
5 4ND 7 NIGHTS

12th Annual
Party!
TOLL FREE INFORMATION &RESERVATIONS

1..800·321·5911

26Arid
21 Makes an effort
f Guru
32 - - -ski
5Adequate
36 "Cogito, - 9 Hedda;Gabler's
sum"
creator .
38 Anatomical
14 Occasional, in
passages
Edinburgh
39 Furnish
1S Baby seals
41 Messy;
16 Statement of
disheveled
faith
43 "--Like It Hot"
17 Cordelia's
44 European
father
vacationland
11 On the main
46 Herb for
19Weird
liqueurs
1 20 This may lead to 47 Unspoiled
a Ewing score
49 A.B.A. member
22 Confusion of
51 Staff of life
voices
53 Baseballer Tim
23 Starts for
Athenians
sa "It's a
24 Life-jacket
Wonderful Life"
material
director

Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days_ _ _ _ __ .Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
Casf!.

ocheck

D

FOUR BEDROOM H
Close to Campus. $6
month . Available Jan. 1.
and Deposit required. C
345-7849, 9:00 a.m. to 5.
only.

GAY/LESBIAN SUPPORT group will have a weekly meeting.
mation contact bud Sanders at the Counseling Center at 581-34
OASIS WILL HAVE a meeting at 6 p.m. Tuesday in the Pa
All Oasis members should call in their reservations for the
Banquet. Thank you.
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL will have a regular meeting at
Tuesday in the Kansas room. All new members are welcome to
Come see what Circle K is all about.
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR Christ will have Prime Time (w
ing) at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday in Lumpkin 17. Everyone is welcome.
BLACK STUDENT UNION members can pick up your ad lo
BSU office located in 201 University Union. The ad forms are
Miss Black EIU pageant.
BLACK STUDENT UNION will have a coordinator's meeting
p.m. Wednesday in the BSU office. Don't forget!!
PHI GAMMA NU will have an executive board meeting at 6 p.
day in LH.
NRHH WILL HAVE a meeting at 6 p.m. Tuesday in"tbe o
All of our alums are welcome!
••
MORTAR BOARD WILL have an exec. meeting at 5 p.m. arnfl
meeting at 5:30 p.m. Tuesday in the Casey room of the union.
PSI CHI WILL have bowling at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in the Union
Alley. Cost is $.90 per game. Shoe rental $.35
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have an executive board m
9:30 p.m. Tuesday in Lawson Basement.
BLACK STUDENT UNION will have a fashion show from 8 p.
p.m. April 8, 1993 in the Grand Ballroom. There will be a meeti
interested models Wednesday. Room to be announced at later
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Bible Study Tu
Coleman Hall room 109 at 6 p.m. .
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a Common Penance
Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the Newman Chapel. For rides and info
0188.

5 AND 1 NIGHTS

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D

.. ' Bf
'f29

NEEDED : FEMALE ROOMMATE FOR SPRING '93. OWN
RM . WASHER & DRYER . 3
BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
$165 . PLEASE CALL FOR
INFO. 345-6376
_ __ _ _ _ca11/23,30-1214

HILTON HEAD ISLAND

Under Classification of:----~----~----

~~yment:

61

MUSTANG ISLAND I
PORT ARANSAS

ACROSS

Eastern News

Daily

WHO CAN YOU TRUST??? ... to
raise your baby. THE BABY
FOLD has many approved ,
licensed adoptive homes to
choose from. Adoptive parents
are willing to meet you and
exchange pictures and letters.
Free professional counseling for
all birth parents, no pressure. Call
217-348-8191 , M-F, 9-5.

Credit

Check number _ __ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to ed~ or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

61 A .M . rep ast
63 Foreign
64 "Casino
Royale" role :
1967
65 Olfactory organ
86 Hawaiian porch
67 "- - I built a
railroad . .. "
68 It may be good
or bad
69 Plumbers' foes
10 - - off (irate)
71 Containers in
Cumbria

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily East
office by noon one business day before the date of the event.
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a C
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday,
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
conflicting information will not be run.

2

17

20

23

DOWN
1 Sing a scale
2 Pertaining to
space
3 Comprehend
4 Blue planet
5 Few and far
between
6 River in
Yorkshire
7 Tom Foley, e .g .
I Second city of
Japan
• Insulated chest
10 Show a zero
balance
11 Croat's
neighbor
12 Sedgwick or
Adams
13 Season to be
jolly
21 Siepi and Hines
2s Drudge

66
69

27 Stagger
Branches
30 Cooking amts.
31 Fill
32 Part of a
pasilica
33Goad
34 The Eternal City
35 "Never give a
sucker an - - "
37 Sudden burst of
wind

a

42 Inuit canoe
45 Work-crew boss
41 Rafsanjani and
Bani-Sadr

so Swapped
52 Monastery's
mainman
14 "- - for You,"
Dylan song

P.M.

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

Quantum Leap
sonable

Rescue 911
Movie: Hard
to Kill

Doubts
Dateline
NBC
News
Tonight

News ,
M•A's•H

D.Letterman

Inside Edition

Basketball
Mr. Cooper
Roseanne
Jackie Thomas
Going to Extremes
News
Love Connection

Murder, She
Wrote
Boxing

College
Basketball

News
MacGyver

SportsCenter

Nova

TerraX
Treasure Hunters

Basketball Rea-

Night Court
Street Ju~tice

Frontline

Ladman&

New Europeans

Cesario
Six Comics

Christmas

Being Served?
Movie

Star Trek
in Search...
Thirtysomething Cheers
Studs

Bonanza

Invention
Next Step
Red Bear
America
Ter;a X

Combat
Raquet Squad

Mmlia
Profiles

-·~
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The
for Rent-Women ONLY.
lease (or longer) 1808
. Pat Novak. (708) 789-

...__ _ _ _ _ _1V8
Semester Individual
for men-Furnished. Heat
ric paid. Call after 5:30
70.
._,.,.-_ _ _ _ 1V11
New Apt. for 1 Person.
For Spring. $195. Dave
leave Message.
________1V4
-br furn. Apt. near square
or spring. Utilities paid.
5-4336 after 5 pm or

3 Formals - Various styles and
colors, Sizes 9, 12, and 14. $50
or best offer. 348-0189.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1V11
1987 Ford Escort GL. 1 owner, 4
spee~ air $2100. Bought a new
car must sell. 345-4471
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1V11
Steroid
Alternatives-liq11id
Ephedrine, Hot Stuff, Cybergenics, Weider, Universal. Diet Aids,
Stimulants. Free catalog. Physical Attractions. 1-800-397-4777
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1V11
Crib and mattress $50 OBO. 3455749

GIFT & FUN & LEARNING: 3
uses in 1 • attractive wall decoration • full color states/capitols.
Bulletin board • removable die cut
states for puzzle action 24' X 18'
now only $12.95. Send to EduFun, 387 Cedar lake, Department 212, Round Lake, IL
60073. Ship in 48 hrs. 5 day
delivery since 1989.
---'------· 1V11
Lambda Chi Alpha Informal Rush.
Come meet the brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha and join in the 9 ball
pool tourney. Don't pledge us.
Join us.
--------~1V1
Storage units available 8 ft. by 8
ft. $27.50/mo. Treasure Island,
620 W. State, Charleston. 3481041

....__ _ _ _ _ 1V11
& speakers-$60. b-ball
kboard-$30. Over-under
/dryer-$75. 1Oa-2p. 345-

~-----1V11

ONDA INTERCEPTOR
5 INCLUDES ACCESS. MUST SEE! $1,600.
ALL 348-1953
...__ _ _ _ _ 1V11
and motorcycle batteries
and up. Free testing. Batecialists. 1519 Madison.
LT (8658).
1-----"ca1 V1,3,8,1 O
ave oven for sale, $60.
wnmower only $80. CD's
Tom 348-8516
.___ _ _ __ 1V11
AIN BIKES: Cannondale
New $1150.00 asking
; Diamond Back Apex
O; Fugi, $225.00. 348.___ _ _ _ _ 1V11
bicycles new and used.
's Mattoon $699.95. Aerecial $549.95. X'mas L. Open Tues-Saturday, 8637
.___ _ _ _ _ _1V2
vy Cavalier, Red, 2DR,
iles, excellent condition,
ble stereo, $2800.00
all 581-5498
.___ _ _ _ _ 1V11
ALE: WALL UNIT WITH
TABLE SHELVES ($65).
Ell. CALL LYN AT 581.___ _ _ _ _ 1V11

LOST: GREY MALE CAT. MAY
OR MAY NOT BE WEARING
GREEN COLLAR. PLEASE
CALL 345-1613.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1V11
Found: ladies wedding band .
Identify to claim at Student Publications Office, 127 Buzzard
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1V1
Lost: 1 yellow, spiral-bound notebook; 1 manila looseleaf file folder left in 107 Buzzard. If found
call 2034.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1V1
lost: long brown jean coat,
Pasta, lost at STIX on Friday
night. If found, no questions
asked, please call 581-8028
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1V2
LOST: Men's .gold watch with
leather band. 11/30/92 in Union
or on campus. 581-2613 or 3457878. Jim

Stop in and check out the featured article this week at Tokens
Clothing Department. It could be
something new, It could be something blue, It could be something
EIU, But its definitely something
for you.
_ _ _ca11/2,9,16,23,30, 1217
Students, Students, StudentsRunning low on cash, want a
greatmeal at a great deal??
Catch K.F.C.'s three piece dinner
for 2.39 every Tuesday.
_ _ca11/3,10,17,24, 1V1,8,11
Lambda Chi Alpha Informal Rush
Dec. 30 - Nov. 1. For info call
Brian 581-6848 .
--------~1V1
SIGMA PHI EPSILON-Congratulations on receiving your charter!
The Women of Phi Beta Chi
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1V1

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1V11
ATTENTION SECRET SANTAS: TOKENS IS THE ONE
AND ONLY SECRET SANTA
HEADQUARTERS. WE HAVE
CANDY, CARDS AND HOLIDAY NOVELTIES FOR EVERY
BUDGET . PLENTY OF EIU
CLOTHES ON SALE THIS
HOLIDAY SEASON.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1V11
Come to Lambda Chi Alpha Informal Rush. Nov. 30 - Dec. 1. for a
9 Ball Pool Tourney.
--------~1V1
Delta Zetas: Welcome back to the
best sorority on campus. Hope
you had a great break. love,
Your Turtle Man, Nick
--------~1V1
Alpha Garn Pledges: Let's make
the most out of the time we have
left-We are almost done! Alpha
Garn Love, Frances
--------~1 V1
ASAs: Thanks for all the support throughout the season, and
for the beautiful roses! ASA
love: Amy, Kaaryn, Sherri and
Brigid
--------~1V1
TO THE LADIES OF PHI SIGMA
SIGMA: THANK YOU FOR GIVING ME THE HONOR OF BEING
YOUR '92-'93 SWEETHEART.
YOU ARE THE BEST . LOVE
MIKE

Ca[vin

and

Daily

TOM SKINNER: Thanks for taking care of Oscar. Congratulations on being KOR Brother of the
Week.

Subscription Form

--=.....,.,..,..,,...,,...,...,,,..,..,..,......,...,..--1v1

AIMEE WOOLERY: Happy 21st
birthday to my #1 kid. We'll have
to go out and celebrate real soon!
Alpha Sigma Alpha Love, Lori
--------~1V1
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN tickets
for Sat., December 5th in INDY.
Call 348-0771 or 345-6199.
---------'· 1V4
Internship available for Spring
semester through the College of
Business at local American Family Insurance Agency. Approx. 10
hrs per week for 3 credit hours.
Call Rich at 345-9181,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1V11
MICHELLE EISKANT: Congratulations on your GREEK WEEK
Co-Chair, You'll do great! luv
your ALPHA GAM sisters
--------~1V1
WILLY:
CONGRATS
ON
BECOMING THE NEW ALPHA
GAM MAN--DOES THIS MEAN
WE DON'T GET ROSES ANYMORE? LOVE, THE PIG PEN
--------~1V1
CARIE CASELLA: Happy 22nd
birthday. I wish I could celebrate
it with you tonight. We will celebrate this weekend . Your S.C.
buddy, Michelle

Eastern News

Name:
Address:
State: _Zip:

City:
Phone:

New:

Date:

LENGTH OF SUBSCRIPTION:
Summer_Fall_Spring _ Full Year - -

$16

$32

$32

$60

Amount Paid $ _ Cash - -Check - -

Make checks payable to:
Student Publications
127 Buzzard Building
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920

'

Student
Publications
is offering a
resume service
to Eastern's
campus
community.
Call 581-2812 for
more information.

Renew:

CHANGE OF ADDRESS:
Name:
Address:
State: _Zip: .

City:

Make your
appointment today!

,

Phone:

.
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It's the 1 for $1 deal!

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
ANllSOYCV'R&
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The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *

RJl<HIS CAU r UR?! ANl?HP
1
"1/U. CAtt! I
KN0MJ Hff.'a
CAU! I

•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVIDHO WISHES TO ilLL AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3
). ALL ITEMS MUST BE PRICED.

the AMAZING SPIDER-MANe
age:

By Stan Lee

(one word per line)

Classification of: FOR SALE Person accepting ad - - - _ _ _ _C.ompositor_ _ __
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Eic ht Panthers get honors
Eight Ea~ em Illinois University
football p , ithers received AllGateway C nference honors by a
vote of le: gue coaches, sports
information directors and select
Collegiat~
media.
First team awards went to senior
Athletic
center Brad Fichtel, senior defenConference
sive end Dan Dee and sophomore
cornerback Ray McElroy.
Second team picks were senior
nose tackle John Vakos and junior
linebacker Shavez Hawkins.
Honorable mention choices were blocked punt
RB-Tank Comer, sr., Northern
senior wf#e receiver Mike
Iowa; Anthony Perry, sr., Southern
Rummell, junior quarterback Jeff
All-Gateway selections
Illinois
Thome and senior punter Jason
TE-Brian Brown, sr., Illinois State
:1
Caldwell. \
First team
WR-Steve Decker, sr., Western
"I'm plea8ed that the league and Offense
_
Illinois; Justin Roebuck, sr.,
media honored these eight young QB-Donny Simmons, sr., Western Southern Illinois
men," head coach Bob Spoo said. Illinois
C-David Sharbaugh, sr., Indiana
"Every one of them is deserving of RB-Toby Davis, sr., Illinois State; State
some type of mention on the all- David Wright, fr., Indiana State
T-Elbert Betts, jr., Illinois State;
conference team."
TE-Chris Nuss, sr., Northern Iowa
Will LaClear, fr., Southwest
Fichtel graded 85 percent block- WR-Demeris Johnson, sr., Western Missouri
ing efficiency this fall and did not Illinois; Kenny Shedd, sr., Northern G-Shawn Moore, jr., Indiana State;
Iowa ·
Mike Strickland, jr., Southern
allow a quarterback sack.
Dee was No. 2 on the team with C-Brad Fichtel, sr., Eastern Illinois
Illinois
108 tackles, had a team best 15 T-John Herrin, jr., Northern Iowa; K-Richard Grote, sr., Southwest
Missouri
tackles for a loss and five quarter- Chris Neitz.el, sr., Southern Illinois
back sacks.
G-Jim Hansen, sr., Western Defense
McElroy had 58 tackles, blocked Illinois; Matt Irvin, sr., Southwest L-Joe Belcher, sr., Western Illinois;
Wayne Manu, sr., Southern Illinois;
three kicks, graded 90 percent and Missouri State
K-Scott Obermeier; fr., Northern Rick Perry, sr., Southwest Missouri;
did not allow a touchdown pass.
Vakos led the Panthers with' Iowa
John Vakos, sr., Eas~ Illinois
seven QB sacks, had seven more Defense
LB-Bill Dulin, sr., Southwest
tackles for a loss and 71 total tack- L-Dyrrah Christon, sr., Indiana Missouri; Shavez Hawkins, jr.,
les.
State; Clint Cullen, jr., Illinois Eastern Illinois; Chris Stevens, fr.,
Hawkins was No. 3 on the team State;'Dan Dee, sr., Eastern Illinois; Illinois State
DB-Shumone Brunett, so.,
with 102 tackles, five QB sacks, Casey Smith,jr., Northern Iowa
three tackles for loss, two pass LB-Peter Burns, sr., Northern Southwest Missouri; Jason
interceptions and knocked down Iowa; William Freeney, sr., McCleary, so., Northern Iowa;
three passes.
Northern
Iowa;
Kenneth Clint Smothers, jr., Southern
Thorne rose to No. 3 on the all- McMillian, sr., Western Illinois
Illinois; Joseph Wallace, jr.,
time Eastern passing yardage list DB-Willie Beamon, sr., Northern Northern Iowa
(4,918 yards) as he threw for 1,944 Iowa; Rodney Harrison, so., P-Steve Krieger: sr., Indiana State
yards and completed 56 percent of Westem Illinois; Ray McElroy, so.,
_
..
'
his_p!lS!>~~!fl./l r; ~r :H11. _15;!00'1 EastC}n,1llinols; Adtion • Smith;ijl'.~<_- 1 0fftf~ ~·~ ~f~th
Rummell led, Eastern foi: 1he - Southwest Missouri '
c
~ Toby Davis~ 1llihois State
third straight season in receiving P-Tun Mosley, jr., Northern Iowa
Defensive Player of the Year:
with 37 catches for 633 yards.
William Freeney, Northern Iowa
Bruce Craddock Gateway Coach
Caldwell averaged 40.6 yards Second team
punting, third best in the confer- Offense
of the Year: Terry Allen, Northern
ence and third best in school histo- QB-Jay Johnson, sr., Northern Iowa
,ry. He ' o~ly had one partially Iowa
-Staff report

3-PIECE
DINNE

$225
3 pieces of golden brown fried chic~en,
mashed potatoes & gravy, creamy cole slaw
and 2 fresh hot biscuits
2-pc. chicken, mash
potatoes & gravy,
slaw & 1 biscuit

2-PIECE

LUNCH

Try our delicious
• Bar-B-Q Ribs
•Livers & Gizzards
· ., ·• Fish Sandwiches
•· Fish Dirttler ' ,, ·

JOIN US 7 DAYS
A WEEK FOR

BREAKFAST

Pro·j ects Due!!
We Can Help
-Typing, Laser printing, Overheads & Supplies

IMPORT DRAFf NITE
BASS
50¢ Off
GUINNESS
DOUBLE DIAMOND

~

COUNTY OFFICE
~ PRODUCTS, INC.

345 _4944

SOS MONROE

CHARLESTON

"ON THE SQUARE"

T .IL YOU CAN
-SPIN YOUR' WHEEL
1

ANYMORE
THEN CALL us L. WE
I

SPIN OURS RIGHT TO YOUR·- DO

JIM.M.Y JOHN S
1

GOURMET SUB
11

WE LL BRING EM TO Y
1

1
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lley's experience, defense key for Panthers
as he added 15 pounds to his 6
foot 7 inch, 200-pound frame.
"I just want to be stronger so I
k Kelley, a forward-center can contribute in the middle,"
stern 's men's basketball Kelley said. He added that he
the Panthers' sentry. His worked on his outside shooting
s to patrol the lane, to so he could challenge for a job at
the basket from sharp- power forward.
ng attackers. But this
Eastern head coach Rick
der is unarmed, relying Samuels said Kelley's role hasn't
his bare hands and intim- been determined yet, but he did
say that Kelley has a chance to
ey defends by way of the be a starter.
e rejection. He is what is
"By virtue of his experience,
as a shot blocker. This Derek needs to be a vital cog for
Kelley, a senior, wants to us," Samuels said. "We'd like to
more than just the basket. see him play both the power fornts to defend his team's ward and center positions. There
id-Continent Conference is a possibility of him starting at
ionship.
the power forward position."
actuate of Harrison High
If Kelley had his wish, he
I in Evansville, Ind., would play power forward
said last season's post- because he thinks he doesn't
triumph inspires him to match up physically with most
ard for a return trip to the centers.
tournament.
"Most centers in the (Midwant to do it again," he Continent) are 6-8, 6-9," he said.
"I'm telling the younger "I'd rather play forward."
s that that's the thing to
Like most players, Kelley
o~ ~kl 1
NtAA.r would prefer to start, but he said
lhe'rtt .
he has learned how to deal with
ter his Panthers lost to coming off the bench. On Nov.
na in the tournament, 22 Kelley backed up center
y didn't take the summer Curtis Leib and forward Andre
he hit the weights and Rodriguez in an exhibition game
d on his jumper. His hard against the Finland National
· the weight room paid off Team. He played 13 minutes,

iP.'

Jo

Derek Kelley
scoring six points and grabbing
four rebounds.
"Basically, it's just getting
used to being ready at all times,"
Kelley said of being a reserve
player. "You've got to be ready.
I'm used to it now; it doesn't
bother me at all."
Samuels said Kelley needs to
improve his offensive game by
attacking the basket and finishing plays. However, he is pleased
with Kelley 's defensive abilities.
"He has good instincts defensively," Samuels said. "He's got

active feet and gets around the
post well. He presents a problem
in that he can block shots with
his long arms and good jumping
ability.
"He has excellent timing. (His
defense) will lead to playing time
in itself. If he can combine that
with some offensive punch, then
I think his opportunities are even
greater."
Kelley, an economics major,
said one of his goals for this season is to be the Mid-Continent's
leader in blocked shots, yet he
acknowledged with a grin that he
might have a tough time "trying
to catch (Kevin) Duckworth."
Duckworth, a former Panther
center and current NBA player
with the Portland Trailblazers,
· holds Eastern 's single season and
career records for blocks with 56
and 123, respectively.
Some players like to talk trash
after they block a shot. Kelley, a
fairly quiet man, doesn't like to
antagonize his opponent after a
block. He knows he delivered a
message.
"I don't say stuff to discourage
the other players," he said. "I just
play hard. Usually I just look at
them real hard. I don't have to
say anything."
In his three seasons with the
Panthers, primarily as a backup,

Kelley has averaged 2.3 points
per game and 2.3 rebounds per
game, while shooting 47 percent
from the field. Last season he led
the team with 16 blocks.
As a high school player at
Harrison, Kelley was an AllSouthern Indiana Conference
selection and averaged 12.5 ppg
and shot 52 percent from the
field. He also had the good fortune of teaming with Calbert
Cheaney, who now stars at forward for Indiana.
"It was something else,"
Kelley said of playing with
Cheaney. "Once you see Calbert
play, sometimes you just stare
and watch him play. He's a great
player.
,.,_ .,., :1r ti" .
"He helped me a lot. By looking at him, I knew what it took to
be a good basketball player. You
just have to work at it all the
time-that's what he did."
As a senior, Kelley finds himself thrust into a leadership position, but he is confident in his
abilities and wants to share his
knowledge wit h the team's
younger players.
"I've got three seasons under
my belt," Kelley said. "I know
what to do and what is going to
come about. I think I can influence the younger players to play
hard."

eveland State looks to turn basketball program around
's note: This is the sixth
a series previewing the
rn women's basketball
Mid-Continent Conferponents for the 1991-92

AN GIUSTI
e sports- edlt0r
• ci
.
'

I' "" .

't;7 I
I

suffering eight consecuing seasons, second-year
Loretta Hummeldorf is
this is the season that her
d State team can finally
· gs around.
Vikings finished last sea8-21 but did establish a
oring record by averag-

J\.IR FIGHTING
e conflict in all types
ations with effective
·es. Break the anger
d move on to negotiaelante ~cKee,

speech eomununication

da_y,':JJeeemoer 1,

12:00Noon

Arcola Room,
University Union

ing over 77 points per game.
Hummeldorf will have a large
group of players returning from
that team, including five of the
top six leading scorers.
"Once again our offensive
system will emphasize up tempo
):rnsketba.IJ_,;l1'I.lJWP!t}~doJf "said.
f'As with last year 1-i:he 'threepoint shot will also be a major weapon in that system."
But the one big loss will be
Lanette Taylor, an honorable
mention on the Kodak AllAmerican team last season.
Taylor was the fifth all-time
leading scorer in Cleveland
State history and averaged 20
points per game in her senior ·

will be five returning players
who each averaged more than
10 points a game last year.
Junior forward Corretta Walker
averaged 12 points a game and
nearly seven rebounds and will

C 0 N F E R E NC E

season. Taylor also averaged 13
rebounds per contest last year
while being named the North
Star Conference Player of the
Year.
Stepping in to fill the void

of Arkansas last season. Booker
was an All-American for
Northeast Oklahoma Junior
College but will not be eligible
to play for Cleveland State until
Dec. 12.
Eastern will see Cleveland
State at home on Jan. 7 and
again Feb. 11 in the Convocation Center in Cleveland.

UNIVERSITY THEATRE
UNIFIED AUDITIONS
for

Spring Semester 1993
Unified Auditions will be held
for

• THE BOYS IN THE BAND
• COME BACK TO THE 5 & DIME,
JIMMY DEAN, JIMMY DEAN
• THE PRINCESS AND THE PEA
or How Prince Bob Found a Wife

RAPT
ITEi

both averaged better than 10
points a game and were both
threats from the three-point line.
Also returning this season
will be Kristen Grant. She was a
red-shirt last year as a senior
and will be back to complete her
eligibility this season. As a
junior, Grant averaged 11.3
points and connected on 49

at 7 p.m. Wednesday, December 2
and
at 7p.m. Thursday, December 3

-Candies
-Greeting Cards
-Stocking Stuffers
-Ornaments
-Novelties
-Gifts for your
family

Special Racks
with Holiday
Discounts
Now
through
the end
of Finals

''Secret Santa
Headquarters''

Call 581-3110 for Information
iJ

Panthers set f
Maine attractio
By KEITH FARROLL
Sports editor

FILE PHOTO

Derek Kelley goes up for a shot as a defender grabs a handful of his jersey during a game last season.
Kelley is one of two seniors on this year's team. The Panthers will start the 1992-93 season Tuesday night
with a 7:35 p.m. game against the University of Maine in Lantz Gym. It will be the Panthers' first step
toward trying to return to the NCAA tournament.

Women•s basketball team
opens season at Missouri
By RYAN GIUSTI
Associate sports editor

The women's basketball team will start
the 1992-93 ·season Tuesday evening
when it travels to Colombia, Mo. to take
on the University of Missouri Tigers at
5:45 p.m.
For a young Lady Panthers team,
Missouri will be its first step toward
erasing the memory of last season's 8-19
record. But opening against a team the
calibre of Missouri will offer a big challenge for coach Barbara Hilke and the
eight freshmen on this year's roster.
"We know we have a very tough opener," Hilke said. "I don't think any freshman wants to waltz into Colombia for
their first game. But we're excited. We're
starting to see signs of growth and we
have worked very hard."
Eastern will go with a lineup with a
variety of experience. In the middle is
preseason all-conference pick Sheriel
Brown. The senior co-captain will be the
most experienced player on the court for
the Lady Panthers.
At the guards will be sophomore
Nicky Polka at point and junior transfer
Tammy Wilkinson at off guard. Freshman
Tourrie Frazier will get the start at power
forward and freshman Missy Beck will
be at the other forward.
First off of the bench for the Lady
Panthers will be senior co-captain Karen

Mccaa at guard, freshman red-shirt
Sharon Pozin at center and freshman
Kenya Green.
"To win we'll have to outboard them,"
Hilke said. "We also are working on
kicking our assist total up a bit. It's one
of the hardest transitions from high
school, where you 're usually the main
scorer. But when you get to college,
everybody's like that and you have to
learn to pass more."
Missouri will also be opening its season Tuesday. The Tigers went 16-12 a
year ago but return many of the key players from that squad. Included in this
group are Vantrece Williams, Lynette
Linneman and Stacy Williams.
Vantrece Williams was junior college
transfer last year and was second on the
team in points per game (13.8) and
rebounds (7.3). She is a forward/center
from Houston, Texas. Linneman averaged over seven points and six rebounds
a game as a center last season.
Stacy Williams averaged over 10
points and four rebounds per contest. The
junior guard from Memphis, Tenn. is one
of the playmakers for the Tigers.
The Lady Panthers will use Tuesday's
game to tune up for this weekend's
Texas-Arlington Tournament which consists of teams such as Wichita State,
Baylor and Texas-Arlington. Eastern is
scheduled to play 'texas-A.rlington at 4.
p.m. on Friday.

•Derek Kelley gl
Panthers valua
experience. Page

Eastern's men's basketball team
will start what coach Rick Samuels
expects to be an exciting 1992 season when his team plays host to the
University of Maine, which is also Leib, Darrell Young, Derek
opening its season, Tuesday at and Andre Rodriguez.
Lantz Gym with tip off at 7:35 p.m.
· "We have some skill i
"I'm excited about the season," Samuels said. "We need to
Samuels said. "I think we are going power-oriented. It would help
to have some rough spots. We have them in foul trouble. We
a young team and I clon't-feel'like· 'ptiunditoutr cm,them.'l
we had an adequate amount of time ,. ·' iSamUeli11&aicf:fhatLbn~of
to prepare. But as a coach you.. factot:s lf0tthtf gltirt6. Lw.i!l~
always feel that way.
Eastern to break Maine's
"I think we are going to have to defense.
play through some mistakes and
"I think they will play a
through some inexperience, but that deal of pressure defense
only comes from playing games. court and they may test us
We have to take those and learn the floor to test our youth
from that."
have to respond to that,"
The Black Bears go into the said. "There have been ·
game with three returning starters we handled the press good
back from a 17-15 team which fin- there were some times w
ished third behind Vermont and sputtered. It's going to be a
Drexel in the North Atlantic ofus not being in a hurry."
Conference.
Samuels said this game
Forward Francis Bouchard leads only be a tune up for the
that list of starters from last year Classic which is slated for
averaging 13.8 points per game and but also for the conference
6.5 rebounds per game. Deonte which begins Jan. 9.
Hursey, who is the point guard,
"We are going to be fine
·averaged 8.4 ppg. Kevin Terrel is until conference time," S
fhe other refumfug stiiter.
said.
"They are more experienced than
Both Eastern and Ma'
we are," Samuels said. 'They have their exhibition games ag ·
some big, strong kids inside. They national competition.
can be very powerful inside. I think defeated Finland, 79- 76,
they will come in the game with the Maine beat Kazakhstan, 81idea to overpower us with experiIn pre-game activities,
ence, size and strength.''
team that won the league
Offensively, the team will try to ment and advanced to the
get the ball into the hands of Curtis Tournament will be honored.

Volleyball looks bac
on successful seaso
By KEITH FARROLL
Sports editor

As the 1992 Eastern volleyball season
came to a close this past weekend at the
Mid-Continent Conference Tournament at
Northern Illinois, it marked a close to one
of the most successful seasons the program
has had.
Losing to Western Illinois in the conference tournament was a sour ending, but it
did have a sweet spot.
"The loss to Western left a bad taste in
our mouths," said coach Betty Ralston.
"But that loss made us excited to start next
season. A good rivalry has started with us
and Western.''
The Lady Panthers finished with a 23-11
overall mark and 13-2 conference record,
which is two wins short of the all-time best
season of25-7 in 1987. Eastern's chance of
going to a post-season tournament was
erased Sunday when the NCAA did not
elect to chose Northern Illinois, the MidContinent Conference Tournament winners, to go to the field of 32 in the NCAA
Tournament. Thus, Northern took the MidCon 's automatic bid to the Na ti on al
Invitational Volleyball Championships.
If Northern Illinois would have gone to
the NCAA, then the conference's automatic bid to the NIVC would •have gone to
either Eastern or Western IDinois.

A couple of key figures in the
Panthers' lineup this season were
outside hitter Susie Green and juni
dle hitter Kim Traub. Both Gre
Traub were named to the Mid-C
All-Conference team.
Green, who still has a year of e ·
remaining after being red-shirted
son because of an injury, will be
next year.
"Susie's shoulder had bother
tremendously the last month of
son," Ralston said of Green, who
member of the Mid-Continent C
All-Tournament team. 'The fact
going to graduate on time is g
would have been able to set several
records if she was to stay here, but
think her intention was to do that."
Ralston added that with Traub
to the team will add to the team's
of finishing high in the conference
"The fact that we return our top
hitter and two setters (Amy Van
and Shannon Casey) will definitely
next year," Ralston said.
Ralston also believes that Tra
have been snubbed from Most
Player of the league.
"I think the fact that (Traub)
Mid-Con Player of the Week
chances of winning the MVP,"
said.
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It's Christmas time ...
Photo at right - These
city sidewalks, busy sidewalks, are found in the
heart of the Windy City
during the opening portion of this year's holiday
season. Photo by Mari
Ogawa
Photo in lower right What would Christmas be
without the excessive capitalizing of winterland timbers by local civic groups?
Photo by Mari Ogawa
Photo
below
Reflections of Christmas
present shine back in the
faces of window shoppers
on State street in the "City
with Broad Shoulders."
Photo
by
Sarah
Antonio
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'.~,,,~· ··Open House

Pre-Christmas Sale
25% off everything

It

Friday, Dec.4
8:30 - 6:00
Saturday, Dec.5 8:30 - 4:00
-Door prizes will be awarded, the first
100 visitors will receive a
free carnation.
-With every purchase, customers may
draw for a Discount of I 0-50%.
-First "customer of the month" will be

except sale items

Ship your gifts with us!
Parcel Shipping

TBRR.Y S BARBER STYLIST
1

announced.

Flat Tops,
Clipper Cutting,
Hair Replacement,
Perms

-Complimentary Refreshments.

_Noble Flower Shop.·. ·. 503 Jefferson

345-700~--~~i .Att
. ,... --' ·~-~ :~:~i\k"i~:.:.~

., 1 Call for an appointment with Terry or Shelly
1/~

Block North of Square on 7th Street in Charleston
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hy Johnny can't blink

Songs of the Season
Christmas tune options for today's gift giver

e dangers and hazards of modem Christmas lights

By Mitch McGlaughlin
Staff Writer
Christmas is a season for
'ng and family enjoyment
not for the death and
ction or possible endaning hypnosis that could
e with the ever-popular yet
r-lurking friend this nation
s as Christmas lights.
These seemingly harmless
le prancing electrical
ges of fun and festivity can
kly turn into a holiday seafilled with burning embers
hristmas present.
There are, of course, the
sic concerns and trouble
ts which each and every ty extension cords," Boirum
Both men stated they they
t owner should consider.
further explained. "If you can, knew nothing of optical dam"Heat is always something for better grounding, use the age being caused by staring for
consider," said Danny three-pronged (cords)."
multiple hours into Christmas
· m, customer service rep"Extension cords with too lights.
ntative of CIPS. "Heat is many lights (plugged) in them
Weiss reassured that he "did
biggest factor."
and the mountings (of the not know of any concern on
y Weiss, director of mar- lights) are important," he said.
this matter" and added that
g and member service for
These factors especially this is "quite possibly the least
les Moultrie Electric in apply when displaying the of your concerns" when dealttoon, echoed Boirum ' s lights within a confined space ing with holiday illumination.
t" sentiments by saying that such as in an apartment, dorm
Boirum backed Weiss up by
e bulbs warm up."
room or highway rest area.
saying that he also was
As a note of caution to
On the same topic, Weiss "unaware" of any visual danger
se individuals in the com- suggested that cord placement from Christmas lights and
ity that make it a habit to should be above board and not although this was the first time
e explosives of any form of strung under chairs (or any he had ever been approached
elerant chemical in their form of home furnishings for with this topic, he stated that
es, Weiss added that these that matter) or especially car- the whole situation was
ts "shouldn't be displayed pet.
"unlikely."
where near flammable
But are these assurances
"Do not run under carpet,"
erials."
he emphasized.
enough to risk the pending
oth men agreed that the
Heat and placement are doom? They must be.
in concern facing the evils to face when contemplatAcross this mighty land and
istmas light owners is to ing Christmas lights but per- even in this small rural comm1.1'd the "heat problem" and haps there are other hidden nity of Charleston, people are
red the same solution to devilish factors - non-electric . ac;lqrning their trees, their
g this problem. .
.factors - that areJlot.~o e~~ily · -hqines .ansf. anything else they.. ,
The miniature lights are explained by the various elec_- ' own that a tack will stick to
w to give off much less tric officials.
with these beacons of the seat" than any of their bigger
Wha t of the young child son.
ers, Weiss said.
who is drawn to the lights vivid
From a survey of local resi:
though bulb selection and beauty and colorful prancing dents concerning the optical
rn the heat difficulties are only to face the harsh pene- dangers and damages which
most important, smaller trating stare of the lights' eerie may occur from their outdoor
'Is were discussed by both glow and live the rest of his life displays, no citizen had experias to lending a helping ha un ting Iy
belting
out enced glossy-eyed on-lookers
toward a safe and happy Christmas tunes with the blank or major traffic accidents
ays.
shallow eyes of a deer staring caused by hypnoticallyYou should use good quali- into headlights?
entranced drivers.
G&G Tour Brokers

Upon returning home from
the winter-wonderland that is
Eastern, students will probably
be swept up in the holiday spirit.
Eggnog, homemade punkin'
bread, tinsel and annoying
wolverine-like relatives will
begin to replace the "old comforts of home" that we all
missed so much.
For those who wish to carry
the holiday experience to the
greatest extent, several "alternative" Christmas albums are
available to change the traditional yuletide celebrations into
something much more fulfilling.
The first selection of holiday
fare is the Frank Sinatra
Christmas Album, a warm
translation of holiday favorites
by "old blue-eyes" himself.
His renditions of classic carols are a welcome change to the
Muzak-ized Christmas albums
and shopping music that we
have all learned to hate.
A Very Special Christmas
Vol. I and II are both interesting collections of modern
artists doing tunes from our
childhood. A particular favorite
is "Gabriel's Song" by singlename sensation Sting from the
first volume of the charity-aiding set. It is a haunting tribute
to the nonsecular elements of
Christmas that can sometimes
be swept under the capitalistic
rug.

Country christmas albums,'
hard rock christmas albums
and even the now traditional
Mannheim
Steamroller
Christmas albums are available
to satisfy the "more adult listeners," but the fun has just started for the adventurous souls
who lust for variety.
The Muppet Christmas
Album, The Chipmunk's
Christmas Album and The
Sesame Street Christmas
Album are all available for
those who wish to "get in
touch with their woundedinner-child."
These albums are not recommended for those who have
diabetes or problems with the
ingestion of sugar.
Possibly the best all around
Christmas album out, for those
who want something on the
serious side, is probably Merry
Christmas by Johnny Mathis.
His rendition of "Christmas
Song" is just the thing to
invoke the spirit of Christmas.
It does not matter if you
choose the light-hearted or the
serious albums, just as long as
you remember why you celebrate and have the people you
love around you.
Joyeux Noel.
Holiday editor's note: Most
albums mentioned by Mitch in
his review overview are available at finer musical outlets in
the Charleston area - which
means that you can get these
at Positively Fourth St.
Records and Wal-Mart. Ask
for these albums by name.

Guide editor .....J.A. "Grinch" Winders
Staff Writers ....... Mitch "Elf with Lung Problems"
McGlaughlin, Teresa "Dancer" Johnson, Kimberly
"Dasher" Hermanson, Brian "Donner" Huchel, Elliot
"Blitzen" Peppers, and Jennifer "Santa" Krogh
Staff artists ....... Rich "Prancer" Bird and Paul "Grumpy
Elf' Weirnerslage
Copy editor ........ Chris "Master of Reindeer Games"
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C&M Video Presents.
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Grand Bahamas

~

PALM BEACH FLORIDA/ DISNEY

"PREFERRED
CUSTOMER CARD" ·.
52 MOVIE RENTALS
ONLY $34~
ONE FREE MOVIE
A WEEK
FOR A YEAR!

ARRIVAL DAY 1 HILTON .l::iQlli
INCLUDES FIRST DAY & NIGHT ACCOMMODATIONS
CRUISE: 8 hrs. aboard Palm Beach Cruise Lines
"VIKING PRINCESS" passage tickets, inc. Along with
shuttle transp. between port of Palm Beach and Hilton
Airport Palm Beach breakfast and lunch, all ship board
activities paid!
GRAND BAHAMAS: 4 days & 3 nights accommodations at THE SUN CLUB RESORT FREEPORT GRAND
BAHAMAS. $15QQ!K! DISCOUNT MEALS & SHOPPING
BOOK INC. 2 Casino's, Horseback Riding, Golf, Tennis.
Plenty of "BEACH & BEER". 18 yrs. Legal Drinking Age!
Return Cruise 4th night aboard. Viking Princess with dinner INCLUDED!!

(LIMITED TIME OFFER)

ORLANDO, FLORIDA: 4 days & 3 nights accommodations paid at FLAG SHIP INN. Location next to Disney
World, Epcot, Sea World.
"CALL TODAY FOR RESERVATION INFORMATION"

cc~~

1-800-526-1993

VIDCO

G&G TOUR BROKERS HOUSTON TEXAS

$199.QQ.

G&G Is a member of the Greater South Houston
Chamber of Commerce.
Subscribes t.o Better Business Bureau Standards
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440 W. Lintoln, Charleston

A special Holiday presentation of...

Grumpy Duck

by Paul Weimerslage

MERRY CHRISTMAS
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Give yourself a
present by registering for

FREE
movies
or rentals
at our .
U l~oul\!. L ATlR .... .
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Your Easy Answer To
FREE FOOD

A blessed holiday tale
one of my major credit card
bills from the last holiday season
.
_ ~ L.icky for myself, it turned
Jt was _Christmas~E\le..o.f ~~- LI
LJ
1985 and I was s1tfing in my
out to be neither. At the time,
however, I wasn't ready to
favorite chair beside the fireplace - the chair with two rips
take chances.
·Within no time, I had
on the left arm and an
exposed spring in back - I
placed the visitor in a tight
head lock and proceeded to
was sipping coffee out of my
"Elvis Lives" mug - available
wrestle him to the floor where
upon I placed six strategic
only at the Graceland "Hunka
Burning Gift Emporium" in
kicks to his groin and several
Memphis - and enjoying the pit.imp, jolly old man all in red, blows to his rib cage - when
final smoke of the evening rolling from the ashes of the wrestling with Santa I have
before I retired for "a long fire.
found that it is best to work
winter's nap. "
His sudden arrival coupled his bcxiy and sap his strength.
I had just nearly overpowUpon extinguishing the with myself not being one to
smoldering butt, I heard a clat- believe in such an aspect of ered "the man in red" when
ter
upon
the
roof. the Christmas tradition, I he looked up at me with his
"Wonderful," I thought. "A assumed that it was merely a big blue eyes and said somevisitor and I am in nothing but poorly disguised former .thing that I still remember to
an evening robe and my George Bush Chief of Staff this very day.
"You know," he said, "why
Christmas cap.
John Sununu out for a night
I turned toward the fire- of jollies and free sleigh rides. do we need all these clothes."
So as the snow fell outside
place and just as I drew my Or perhaps it was the Ghost
robe closed and tied it off, I of Christmas Past coming my window, I wrestled with
witnessed the emergence of a back to haunt me until I paid Santa naked.

By J.A. Wmders
Staff writer
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Merry Christmas
Fast

15

Free

Minute

Delivery

Carryout

215 Lincoln • 348-5454

. • Each time you use the ATM before December 1S, you have a chance to win FREE
gFoceries from Walker's East Side Supermarket, a sausage pizza from Jerry's or a Value
Meal from McDonalds.
·
• Check the back of.your receipt to see if you have won. Then take your receipt to
Walker's, Jerry's or McDonald's to claim your prize.
• Use your A TM Cash Card to: Get cash, make deposits, transfer funds, check your
balance or make loan payments. The more you use the A TM, the greater your
chances of winning.
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(Across From Carman Hall)

2219 s. 9th #17
Leasing For Spring & Summer

CfJ>s

Need a Great Gift Idea?
Gourmet Pizzas For Every Budget

USE OUR NEWEST ATM FOR FAST CASH AND A CHA'.NCE FOR
FREE FOOD!

5 Min. To Campus

\>

Topper's Pizza Has Gift Certificates!!

Located at West Park Plaza
580 West Lincoln, Charleston

Studio 1-2-3 Bedroom

345-6000

CALL NOW

. OFFICE OPEN TODAY T
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·
$
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.q·ao PM

Byrd's Cleaners
Located ori S. 4th St.
around the
curve
M-F
6:30-5
Sat 8-12 B rd'•*
345-4546

unity and campus organizations aid the needy
A JOHNSON

105 W. Lincoln
345-7711

COLEMAN

HALI.

LAWSOH

is a time for loving,
and giving - and that is
several campus organizahave accomplished or are
· g to do for the needy this
yseason.
Newman Center co-spona world hunger banquet
Alpha Phi Omega on Nov.
raise money to help the
eston food pantry and to
a kitchen for a Haitian

t.ric+m ...,

e hunger banquet is an
ion experience into lookthe causes and reasons for
," said Roy Lanham, cooror of the event. "It raises
ess and consciousness."
e break ourselves down
e second and third world,"
said. "When you come
choose which world you
resent."
, ·g gives you a sense of
the world population is dis, and it raises money," he
ybe a lot of the world is
off than we are."
nham said the banquet
$353. "The food pantry
ved $70 of the money
and three boxes of canned
," he said. "Two hundred
· hty three dollars went to
ject in Haiti to help build a
for a school."
Newman Center also dis20 Thanksgiving baskets
area needy on Nov. 22.
really cool," Lanham said.
the holiday season a litter.
ording to Lanham, The
Center will also have a
as party for the children
area at 4 p.m. on Dec. 3 .
e would have the party
of whether the kids are
mically disadvantaged or
use we love kids."
mbers of the Newman
will also sing for nursing
s on Dec. 6 and raise
for the Ronald McDonald
e in Springfield where

r---------------------,
1 Medium 2 Topping Pizza

1
I

1

~SANTAs1r

~e Square~

Discover

Sunday Specials* •·
members will also sing.
A
HOUSEHOLD of ..
Lamda Chi Alpha fraternity
BOOKS
and Alpha Phi sorority conducted
&.. so much more!
a program called "Raiders for the
Needy" which was held Nov. 20
and 21.
"We do a food drive for
Thanksgiving and Christmas,"
said Lamda Chi Alpha member
Brad Mitchell.
The fraternity and sorority
FANTASTIC WRAPI
members distributed 250 grocery
Incredible Boxes &.. Bag
bags to houses in the Charleston
and
1
1
area. "The notes attached to the
bags reminded the donors that
we would return to pick up the
bags which were to be filled with
groceries," Mitchell said.
"This is our third annual
canned food drive," said Jeff
Bankers, Lamda Chi Alpha vice
president and coordinator of the
CALENDAISIJ
1CHILDRENS' BOOKS:\
event. "We collected over 1500
items."
BABAR, POOH&..
Public Relations Student
e COOKBOOKS TOO! e
Society of America is also currently collecting food for the ~LINCOLN BooK SHOP
ON
Charleston Food Pantry.
THE CHARLESTON SQUARE
"(The food collection) started
Can Do It All For You!
with World Food Day in
October," said Julie O'Malley,
MONDAY-FRIDAY 10-5,SAT. 10-4
PRSSA vice president.
*OPEN SUNDAY 1-4 PM
DECEMBER 5-12 & 19 ONLY
"We shorten our meetings and
go to different apartment buildings and collect'food," O'Malley.
said. "So far, we have collected
500 to 600 items."
"The group has taken on as a
fall project," she said. "We will
probably do another food collection before the semester is over."
J.T. Silence, vice president of
the Residence Hall Association,
said the group "is not doing anything specific for Christmas," but
has raised over $1200 for the
United Way.

•, Gifts Ga.lore , •
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AUNT MARTHA'S GIFTS~
622 Lincoln

348-0242

Attention Secret Santa's

~e Carry: G~urmet Coffee & Teas

Norfin & Russ Trolls
Holiday Underwear Fine
Toiletries Christmas
Balloons w/ delivery

1
I
1
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For Delivery Only
Expires 12n/92
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EIU's Favorite Jeweler
Now Located Next To Subway
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25°/o OFF : : 20°/o OFF
14k Rope : : Citizen
Bracelets : : Watches
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Diamond : 200~0AVEOFF
Earrings 1
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IW Priced From: : 14k Gold 'W l
Only $39.95: : Earrings
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634 W. Lincoln
(West Park PlazaBetween Subway
& Cellular One)

345-8340
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DEc.1, 1992
CHRISTMAS
CELEBRATION SALE
ALL DAY LONG 9AM - 8PM

SHOES
Nike - Reebok Adidas - SauconyCatapult - Avia
& others
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SPORTING - WIISON,
GOODS - SPAULDING

Easton
Rawlings

t2

·~

Sweatshirts, Hooded
Pullovers, Sweatpants,
Zippered Hoods,
Shorts, VS Shirts

EID

~
lff{j-

jackets
Crewneck Sweats.
T-Shirts
Shorts
Hats

NIKE & REEBOK
JORDAN
FIJGHT

PRO-TEAMS
RAIDERS
BEARS

APPAREL

FORCE
BLACKTOP

ATHLETIC BAGS
High School & fr. High
Too

COACH EDDY'S
PANTHER SHOPPE

YOU'RE CHRISTMAS
CONNECIION!

MKE
SPEEDO
REEBOK

24DAYS
LEFT TO

SHOP!

'I

alking up and
down the toy
aisles of the local
department store,
you are bound to
hear the astonished cry of parents and older siblings.
"They didn't have stuff like
this when I was a kid."
Instead of the Lincoln Logs
and Legos, kids today are getting electronic-pocketsizednew-and-improved-anti-gravity-neon-colored hunks of
plastic that are outlived by the
wrapping paper and packing
that they came with.
Screams of "I want a
Super Nintendo or Sega
Genesis" may ring out along
the aisles of Wal-Marts
around the world, but thanks
to the retro movement that
has swept the country, the
toys we loved as a child are
coming back.
The toy aisles are once
again being inundated with
hungry hippos, boxing robots
and those accursed trolls that
took us twenty years to pawn

W

IMcGlaughlin
Mitch
off on Goodwill.
Perhaps the immediategratification generation that
we live in can be swerved into
a new course by forcing the
youth to search for that on
last Lego that they need to
finish a work of art. The
problem is, even the Legos
have changed.
The high point of the Lego
catalog used to be the car
with working steering,
adjustable seats and working
shock absorbers, but now kids
have space police vehicles,
pirate ships and castles with

catapults and moats.
Legos used to be the perfect outlet for boys' and girls'
(these are politically correct in
their gender-orientation after
all) youthful imaginations, but
now they have so many spec i a Ii zed parts and bizarre
applications that the house I
built out of twenty different
sets of Legos would now look
like something from a Dali
painting.
The challenge of vibrating
football has been replaced by
the synthesized voice of John
Madden and that annoying
crowd noise. Is it any wonder
why ours and the next generation have an attention span
roughly equivalent of the
length of a commercial?
Look back to your childhood when you are shopping
for presents and maybe you
will remember what !ife was
like before 100 pages of
directions and factory programmed fun.
Mitch McG/aughlin is a staff
writer and a guest columnist
for The Daily Eastern News.

Ingredients:
4 eggs, 3 cups sugar, 1 cup oil, 1/2 teaspoon salt,
2 teaspoons baking soda, 1 teaspoon nutmeg, 1 teaspoon cinnamon, 2 cups pumpkin,
2/3 cup water, 3 1/2 cups unsifted flour, 1 cup chopped nuts
Instructions:
Mix eggs, sugar and oil. Then add spices, pumpkin and water. Mix well in large bowl and add
flour and nuts. Evenly divide this batter into four ungreased coffee cans (fill half full). Bake at 350
degrees for 10 minutes and then 325 degrees for 40-50 minutes. Dust with confectioner's sugar
when cool. May be wrapped in foil and frozen.
Serving suggestions:
Cut into, lady fingers and -serve with a w~ll-rna9-e e_ggnog. This will sb_:etch the reciQ~ Jo ~over .
the largest party and if the-eggnog is made Correctly, no one will be a ble 'to complain if you have ~
some how botched the recipe.
I
Cut into slices and toast in a toaster. Slather toasted slices with butter or you favorite jams or I
jellies. Sections maybe cut smaller•and toasted in the oven to make dunking sticks for coffee, tea or I
hot chocolate.

8\\ Jackson Ave.
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Gallery
UJVIQUE GIFTS
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IBESHOPFOR

SCULPTURES
710 Jackson
345-6855

TERRIFIC
Tuesdays!
DINNER FOR THREE:

$4.•
LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
WITH 32 oz. OF PEPSI

Tuesdays ONLY...
348-1626
677 Lincoln
Charleston
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UNIQUE&
TASTEFUL GIFT

621

MONROE ST.
CHARLESTON, IL

- Custom designed gift baskets·
- Over 25 different gourmet coffees
(Custom ground to your specifications)
:.. Large selection ofgourmet & party foods

- Beer Brewing Kits
- Lindt, Ghirardelli, & Cloud Nine
Gourmet Chocolates
- Largest selection of distinctive fine wines
- Imported Beers from around the world
- Fresh cheeses from England, France,
Canada, and United States

For the impossible ... we have gift certifica
MQn.; Thurs 11 ~ - 9 pm
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Finals season

gin' the Holiday blues

Before the holidays, another season looms .near

n depression strikes, people will listen
AN HUCHEL
ough the holiday seaokes a feeling of good
s and happiness to
individuals, others,
er, are overcome with
gs of sadness and
ssion as Christmas
ches.
ording to Bud Sanders
tern's counseling cene belief that there is a
increase in the amount
pie seeking help during
as is a myth.
e do not have more
in Christmas than in
times of the year,"
rs said. "It is because
dents are at home durChristmas season, not
Mental health centers in
ea could possibly have
ease, but not us,"
d~t~ ·adtleq.. %h<tf. ~bver
really is not' a large
ase in the month of
ber at all. The students
have any time to come
use they are preparing
ir final exams."
ording to recent statise months that on averave increases in case
rs are March and April.
re are quite a few causdepression around the
season.
gs ranging from unrely high expectations of
ing good to an inabiliuy gifts because of lim·nan ces can bring on
s of depression. In fact,
e cloudy, rainy weathcause depression.
students, bad grades,
ak-up of a relationship
loss of a friend can be
d for causing depres-

By EWOTI PEPPERS

sion. In almost all cases, an
underlying feeling of loss or
disappointment will bring
about depression.
Though the causes of
depression for males and
females may not differ, the
number of cases does.
Sanders said there is
almost a two-to-one margin
between the number of male
cases and the number of

Staff writer
The Holiday Season is upon
us.
Stores are stocked with
Christmas items. Streets, homes
and offices are wearing classic Xmas garb. It's a celebration of
family, friends and food. It's a big
party until the New Year leaps on
the scene.
But before students can par-

take in all the festivities, they
have to get through finals.
"(Students) need to review
anything they have already gone
over. If they haven't read chapters, they need to read them and
go over their notes," said Lora
Green, academic advisor.
Green said students need to
prepare themselves physically as
well.
"Students should eat well,
exercise and stay away from
drugs and alcohol," Green said.
For study tips, Green said students should look at chapter summaries for those subjects that
apply and do anything that will
make it easier to study.
Green said there is no set
num9er <.;>f, hours tQ study for
finals.
··
"Of course the (subjects) they
have more difficulty with would
take more time (to study) than
those they find more easy," she

re

female cases. He credited a
female's ability to express her
feelings more easily than a
male for this large difference.
Sanders found, however,
no difference, however, in
case numbers between the
freshmen, sophomore, junior
and senior classes.
"Even though it is unusual,
some cases will only enter
states of depression during
the Christmas holidays,"
Sanders explained. "Every
other day of the year he or
she will be fine, but as soon
as Christmas rolls around,
they become depressed . In
most cases, this is due to an -incident such as a death or
divorce that took place during
the Christmas holidays."

said. "They've got to make choices about what they want to
accomplish at this point.
(Students) should drill the information over and over."
Green also noted that nerves
also come into play during test
taking. She suggested students
relax and calm themselves to
keep from freezing up.
"(Students) are less likely to
freeze on tests if they just think
positive and praise themselves for
what they have learned," she
said.
Green said cramming is students biggest problem during
finals preparation.
"If they are down to the point
where they have to cram, they
have to cram, but of course
cramming is not going to help
them learn as if they had followed along all semester and
read the chapters and things like
that," Green said.
Green admitte< hat holidays
like the Thanks ving break
aren't always cond ·ive to studying.
"(Students) plan
study harder. They say they are going to
take their books home and study,
but I don't think that always happens," she said.
A finals preparation workshop
will be held Dec. 2 in Carman
Hall to help students ready themselves for the dreaded finals
week. The time for the workshop
is as yet to be determined.
Green, who will conduct the
workshop, said the workshop will
focus on test taking.
"We will be talking a little bit
about what to do before the test,
what to do on ~pecific kinds of
tests, '(sucfi 'as) "multiple c'hoice,
essay etc.," Green said."
She said relaxation techniques
will also be discussed for those
who get a little nervous about

tests.
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Proceeds
benefit the
.Art Department·
Scholarship Fund

ee days only/
cember 4 <FrtdayJ, 5

6 rslUl.dayJ
ou 'II find holiday gifts that truly reflect
n individual's uniquen<}ss. Every ·item
e-of-a-kind, nothing manufactured!
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<SaturciayJ &

Tarble Arts Center, EIU

Hours:
Mon. - Thurs. 9-8
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expires Dec. 31, 1992

*Long hair & specialty wraps slightly higher

Tuesday Special
3 Piece Dinner

$2.39
107
---

I

We use and recommend:
Redken, Paul Mitchell, and Rusk

Gift Certificates Available

Great Gift
Combo ...

$10 off original price
*Regular $40 and up
now $30 and up

... a Shoebox
card and gift
from Hallmark!

\\O\\(\a~S

3 piece chicken, coleslaw
small potato and gravy
& a biscuit

TUESDAY SPECIAL

Come in soon and 'see our display of
Shoebox cards and gifts. When you
want to lighten up with a touch of
humor, look to Shoebox!

TUESDAY SPECIAL

SHOEBOX GREETl~GS
(A +;"'Y little div;sion of Ho/lmQrl<)
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TUESDAY SPECIAL

RCheckour

edTag &
Green ,iag
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EVeryd rec1aJs
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Walker's Lowest Prices
Everyday of the·-·w@~~:~.
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Guaranteed!
For All Your Holiday Needs
,. We ..
Match
Ads
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